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roRIS, WATERWAYS, INrERM::>DAL TERMINAIS 
AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE TRANSFORI'ATION ISSUES 

POOCEEDINGS 
OF 'lHE 

13'lH ANNUAL SUMMER CDNFERENCE 

'!he TRB Committee on Ports and Watenvays and the Connnittee on Inland Water 
Transportation have held joint summer conferences for the past thirteen years. 
'!his summer, for the second consecutive year, these committees were joined by 
the Committee on Intenncxlal Freight Transportation, Committee on Intennodal 
Freight Tenninal Design and Committee on International Trade and 
Transportation. Also, for the fourth year, the conference was co-sponsored by 
the AASHIO Standing Committee on Water Transportation. '!his expanded 
13th edition of the summer conference was held July 19-22, 1988 in Seattle, 
Washington. 

'!he summer conference is always held at a coastal or inland waterway port city 
to provide the opportunity for local technical presentations and field trips. 
'!he Seattle location was excellent in this regard. '!he conference program 
included technical tours of the Port of Tacoma and the Port of Seattle. '!he 
Tacoma tour included the on-dock intennodal yards, and the Seattle tour 
featured an intennodal yard and inspection of warehouse facilities. 

'!he conference attracted 105 participants to hear 21 speakers in five 
conference sessions and 2 luncheon speakers. '!he session topics included: 

Responses by Pacific Northwest ports to changing trade and shipping 
patterns. 

Intennodal tenninal operations in a new age of info:nnation and 
control. 

Paving developments in intennodal tenninals. 

New developments in international trade and shipping. 

Planning, operations and the future of the inland watenvay system. 

'Ihe luncheon speakers were I..orenz Robinson, Vice President of Operations, 
American President Lines, speaking on past, present and future developments in 
intenncxlalism, and Randy Hanchey, Director of the Institute for Water Resources 
of the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, speaking on future trends at West Coast 
ports. Following are summaries of the two luncheon presentations, and the 
papers presented at the conference. 



CURRENT AND FUIURE OPERATIONAL QIALLENGFS 
OF INI'ERMJDALISM 

BY 
IDRENZ ROBrnSON 

American President Lines 

Any discussion of intennodalism has to recognize that the container is the 
backbone of the intennodal system. 'Ihe container industJ:y is only about 30 
years old. When containers first came into being, the steamship lines were 
involved in a very simple type of port-to-port service. The ships would come 
into the dock and unload the containers. 'Ihe problems in hand.ling and 
delivering the containers inland were not the shipa-mers' problems. 

Then there were new innovations like landbridge, transcontinental moves, 
mini-landbridge from one coast to another, and micro-bridge which took the 
cargo from a coast to an interior point. We have now evolved to the point in 
intermodalism where just-in-time service, through bills of lading, and single 
carrier liability are realities. 

Intemodalism has caused changes in the types of ships used to cany 
containers. The ships have gotten larger, starting off with ships capable of 
carrying 500 TEU to ships today with capacities of 4,500 TEU (twenty-foot 
equivalent units), a nine-fold increase. 'Ille bridges and engine rooms have 
been automated, enabling crew reductions of about 50 percent. "Steamship" is a 
misnomer because just about every ship is now diesel powered. Diesel engines 
are about 30 to 50 percent more fuel efficient than steam vessels. Instead of 
just one crane operating on a ship, as many as four cranes operate on a single 
ship. 

Containers themselves have evolved from lengths of 20 feet to lengths of 35, 
40, 45, 48 and even 53 feet. The standard width of containers was 96 inches 
for a long- time, but now there are 102-inch wide containers. 'Ihe height of 
containers has increased from 8 feet to 9-1/2 feet. 

'Ihe inland rail shipment of containers evolved from the use of piggyback 
service to double-stack service. overnight, the train went from canying a 
maximum of 100 FEU (forty-foot equivalent units) to as many as 280 FEU as an 
average. 

'lhe shipping public has benefited from the evolution of intennodalism. The 
inherent advantages of containerization are reduced theft, damage and cargo 
handling. 

I.cMer rates to shippers have resulted from economics of scale and improved 
productivity. For example, a shipment of a 40-foot container from Korea to New 
York in 1984 would have cost $4,623 Today the average is about $4,003. 
DJmestic service improved as well. In 1980, it would cost about $1,625 to ship 
a container from the Midwest to IDs Angeles. By 1984, the cost was down to 
$1,350, and to $950 today. Along with costs, transit times have been cut. 
Shipments from Asia to the East Coast have been reduced from 30 - 35 days to as 
little as 15 days. 
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The main thing today is to increase productivity. Intermodalism, with its 
inherent advantages to shippers and COl1SUIOOrS just cannot progress much further 
without significant productivity improvements. 

What are the challenges of the present and future? 

let's first look at the bigger ships, as large as 4,500 TEU. Typically, ships 
in a liner sei:vice would run in a deploynent of 4, 5 or 6 matched vessels on a 
28, 35, or 42 day tum around, which is 4, 5 or 6 weeks. 'As ships have gotten 
bigger, requiring 2,000 - 3,000 container lifts in each port, as many as four 
cranes are used to work these ships which is pertlaps the practical limit. 

Despite the larger ships, more containers to be lifted and a limit on the 
number of cranes, it is still desirable to maintain a 4, 5 or 6 week cycle. 
To provide this sei:vice, labor productivity needs to improve. In 'Asian ports, 
they get 30 - 45 container moves per hour as an average. In the U.S., we are 
lucky to get 25 lifts. 

In tenns of crane productivity, we are improving the hoist and trolley speeds. 
D.lal hoist systems are being installed with two trolleys working in tandem, one 
from the ship to a platfonn and one from the platfonn to the ground. The 
entire movement can be automated. 

'!he steamship lines are going to have to introduce operating discipline. 
Every line has a cargo cut-off, where if your cargo is not at the tenninal by a 
certain day and time, it can not make the ship. othei:wise, you have cargoes 
dribbling in at all times up to the sailing time. 

Better inbound stowage is needed. You often have "chen:ypicking" where a crane 
handles 10 boxes at one hatch, and then it moves to another hatch to get 5 
more, and so forth. It takes about 10 minutes each time the crane is moved. 
This lost time cannot be made up. 

The big ships have facility problems. They require that deeper and wider 
channels be dredged. It takes a Congressional authorization and years to 
accomplish a project. A ship can wait for the tide, but every hour you wait is 
costly and may disrupt your sailing schedule. 

On the rail side, we need 20 feet of tunnel and bridge clearance. Many ship 
lines are using greater numbers of 9'611 containers. Stacking two of these 
containers is 19 feet of boxes. You have 10 inches that the boxes are sitting 
off the rail. You have to have 20 feet, and there are a lot of major rail 
routes that do not have 20 feet through tunnels and under bridges. 

In some cases, there is self-help going on to .in-prove rail access. APL, UP and 
the Port of oakland are each putting up $5 million, or one-third of a $15 
million project, for 46 rail improvements between the port and the Nevada 
border. 

Some of the cities in which APL operates, and IDs Angeles is the best example, 
are approaching highway gridlock. If one of our large ships drops off 2,000 
containers, 1,400 to 1,500 of those containers may have to go to the railroad. 



In L.A. , one railroad is four miles away and the other is 25 miles away. 
A trip to this far yard is a 50-mile roundtrip. We need on-doc:k or near-doc:k 
rail facilities to help relieve the highway gridlock, improve fuel conservation 
and increase the availability of trucks. 

When double-stack service started, loads -were increased by up to 400 FEU's per 
train. We are nCM looking at this reverse. A lot of the products moving in 
boxcars and in trucks can be moved in containers on double-stacks. So, to 
provide faster, more frequent service we are considering running three or four 
100 FEU stack trains daily instead of one daily 400 FEIJ train. 

There are trade-offs that have to be looked at in intennodalism. The most 
obvious one is the cost of land versus the cost of labor and equipment. If you 
want to store all your containers on wheels in a port, as is typically done in 
a rail yard, it takes a lot more land in the port. I.and is getting more 
expensive and ports are running out of land, so I think you are going to see 
movement towards either a lot more ground stacking or a mix of wheel and ground 
storage. In our case, about 65-70 percent of our traffic is intermodal, and it 
does not make sense to take a container off the ship., store it on the ground, 
and then an hour later pick it up to take it to the rail yard. So we are 
forced to use chassis operations to store containers. But, every chassis takes 
up room. 

For every three loads from Asia that go east of the Roc:ky Mountains, there is 
only one e><port load coming back. What corrg;,lements this 3 to 1 imbalance in 
inte:rnational moves is domestic business which is heavily weighted westbound. 
But for us to go to on-dock or near dock rail facilities, the rails are going 
to have to get used to handling the inte:rnational business, and ports are going 
to have to adjust to handling domestic business. 

Looking to the future, we will have direct ship to train transfers with rails 
right under the cranes, which will eliminate the need for trucking or storage. 
other improvements could involve automated cranes to load and unload trains. 
Also, there may be automated container freight stations. 

INI'ERr-K>Di\L TRENOO Nr WEST mAST roRI'S 
AND THE ROIE OF THE U.S. ~ CX)RPS OF ENGINEERS 

BY 
JAMES R. HANCl-IEY 

U. s. Anny Engineer Institute for Water Resources 

The Corps of Engineers has long been active in developing the nation's harbors 
and waterways. Studies of improvements for both deep- and shall CM-draft 
navigation projects are directed by the Congress and the Administration, 
primarily to assist in determining the scope and dimensions of required 
navigation improvements to assure the continued viability of the nation's 
excellent system of ports and waterways. 

Some of the world's largest and most modern deep-draft ports are found along 
our nation's West Coast. The principal West Coast ports for container traffic 
include Seattle/Tacoma, oakland, and IDs Angeles/long Beach. The rapid growth 
of the West Coast ports makes them an ideal example to illustrate the 
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revolution that is taking place in the U.S. port irrlustry. 

Seattle/Tacoma 

'Ihe Port of Seattle carried on two-way trade in 1987 worth 26.25 billion 
dollars with 125 countries. Since Seattle is geographically closer to Asia 
than its competitors to the south, it's understandable that trade with Asian 
nations accounted for more than 90 percent of the foreign waterborne cargo 
m:,ving through the Port of Seattle, and 95 percent of total container cargo. 
'Ihe Port of Seattle handled 1,026,000 TEU of container traffic in 1987, nearly 
double its 1976 volume. 

Existing channel depths at Seattle vary from 30 to 34 feet. A feasibility 
study recommending a deepening project of 39 feet was passed by the Board of 
Engineers for Rivers and Haroors in 1983. 'Ihis project provided for deepening 
a total of about 4.8 miles of channel at a first cost of about $50 million; 
however, the port has decided to put the study on hold pending further 
investigation of port priorities. 

Recent growth in container traffic at the ports of Seattle and Tacoma is a 
function of the locational advantage of the ~egion-260 nautical miles (N.M..) 
closer to Japan than the San Francisco Bay Area (15 hours sailing time 
advantage) and 563 N.M. closer to Japan than the I.A/IB ports (30 hours sailing 
time advantage). Ship transit time for a vessel from Asia to Seattle is about 
8 days. 

Seattle and Tacoma are largely thru-put ports with 70-75% of container imports 
eventually moving to points east of the Rocky Mountains. Most of this goes by 
rail, some by truck. A large amount of cargo is warehoused prior to proceeding 
eastward. 

Container traffic in Seattle is served by 7 container terminals equipped with 
more than 20 container cranes (30-51 I.Ir capacity). Container terminals cover 
328 acres. Seattle is sei:ved by 40 general cargo steamship lines on a regular 
basis. Both the Burlington Northern and the Union Pacific provide double-stack 
train sei:vice via three intennodal rail yards. 

'Ihe Port of Tacoma has existing depths ranging between 35 and 50 feet and an 
abundance of backup acreage and excellent rail sei:vice. Tacoma is already one 
of the nation's leading container ports, handling nearly 700,000 TEU in 1987. 
'Ihe Corps of Engineers is currently participating in feasibility studies for 
the Blair Waterway Navigation Project, a $54 million nrulti-phase project that 
will open up approximately 300 acres of port tenninal lands for container 
developnent. Dredged material from the Blair Waterway (existing depth 35 feet) 
will be used for expansion of the Sea-I.arrl facility. 'Ihe initial phases of 
this project are scheduled to begin in 1989. 

Qakland 

'Ihe existing navigation project at the Port of oakland consists of a 3.4 mile 
outer harbor and an 8. 5 mile inner harbor. 'Ihe existing project depth is 35 
feet. A project to deepen oakland Hamor was authorized by Congress in october 



1986. 'Ihe Corps of Engineers is presently conpleting the design and the 
envirorunental impact statement. Initial constru.ction, originally scheduled for 
May 1988, is on hold pending court action on acceptability of the selected 
ocean disposal site for dredged material. 

'Ihe deepening project will be constru.cted in }i'lases, with an initial depth of 
38 feet to accommodate the new line of post-Panamax American President Lines 
(APL) container ships. 'Ihe recammerrled plan of inprovement will deepen the 
existing harbor channels to 42 feet and will relocate, deepen, and enlarge the 
turning basin. 

Containers handled at the Port of Qakland reached over 950,000 TEU in 1987, a 
50% increase since 1981. 'Ihe port is projecting a doubling of its container 
tonnage by the year 2000. 

About 40% of oakland's Pacific Rim imports continue to the East and Gulf coasts 
by rail. 'Ihe Port of Qakland is sei:ved by ·9 container tenninals with 22 cranes 
(capacities 30 ill' to 50 LT) including two huge post-Panamax ones. 'Ihe total 
TEU capacity on the al.most 500 available acres is more than 22,000. 'Ihree 
major railroads--the Union Pacific, Santa Fe and southern Pacific-provide 
service to the Bay Area. 'Ihe UP is currently enlarging several railroad 
tunnels through the Sierras in order to handle double-stack trains can:ying two 
of the new high cube (9-foot, 6-inch) containers. 'Ihe project is being jointly 
funded by UP, the Port of oakland, and APL. 

I.os Angeles/l.Dng Beach 

One of the most exciting developments at the Ports of I.os Angeles and l.Dng 
Beach is the new Intenoodal Container Transfer Facility, which is operated by 
Southern Pacific and is capable of processing 230 containers per hour. ruring 
the first phase of operation the facility will have the capacity to handle 
350,000 containers annually, many of them on double-stack container trains. 
'Ihis new facility, costing $70 million and covering 150 acres, was opened by 
the ports in Januacy 1987 and is considered to be the world's largest 
intennodal tru.ckjrail yard. It handled over 260,000 containers in its first 
year of operation. 

over 50% of all West Coast container traffic is handled at the ports of IDs 
Angeles and long Beach (over 3,000,000 TEU in 1987). About 55% of incoming 
containers stay in the region, the remaining 45% continue on by rail to 
destinations east of the Rockies. Together, Asian traffic and petroleum make 
up about 95% of total business at these ports. 

Existing channel depths at the Port of I.Dng Beach vary from 35 feet to 62 
feet. Container traffic using the Port of I.Dng Beach is sei:ved by seven 
container tenninals equipped with 26 forty-ton container cranes, and two more 
container terminals are planned for 150 acres of fill. 'IWenty-nine shipping 
lines use these facilities. 

Of the approximately 20.4 million metric revenue tons (mrt) of container 
traffic in 1985-86, about 16.4 million mrt, or 80%, were imports. 'Ihese 
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included textiles (about 70% of all textiles enter U.S. through southern 
california ports), electronic goods, clothing and shoes from Asia, and spirits, 
wines and beer from Europe. CUrrently, a high number of automobiles are 
in'p::>rted from Japan and Korea, but future expectations are for growing volumes 
of containerized auto parts destined for assembly plants at inland U.S. 
points. Exports to both Asia and Europe consist largely of california 
agricultural products; seasonal fruits and vegetables in reefer and temperature 
controlled containers; and cotton. 

Existing channel depths at the Port of I.os Angeles vary from 35 to 52 feet. A 
total of seven active container terminals are available, equipped with 29 
container cranes. Double-stack train 
systems operate on the A'ISF, SP and UP railroads and are used by Evergreen 
Lines, APL, NYK, Mitsui-O.S.K. and others. Total container tonnage through the 
port in 1986-87 was about 27.3 million mrt, representing about 85% of the total 
general cargo tonnage. 'Ihis tonnage was transported in about 1.5 million TEU. 
Chief exports are the same as for long Beach: seasonal f:ruits, vegetables and 
cotton. 

Recently, the Corps assisted the ports in the development of their 112020 11 

master plan completed in 1985. 'Iheir conceptual plan includes deepening of 
navigation channels and landfill development within the bay to an ultimate 
extent of about 2,600 acres to meet the estimated increase in cargo throughput 
from the present 66 million metric tons to 195 million metric tons. 

Section 201(a) of the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-662) 
authorizes the Corps to deepen the entrance channels to I.os Angeles and long 
Beach harlx>rs to a depth of 70 feet and 76 feet, respectively, including 
creation of 800 acres of land. 'Ihe authorization however, is subject to a 
favorable Chief of Engineers report and the Secretary of the Arrrr:f's 
recommendation to the Congress for construction authorization. '!here are 
unresolved questions of cost-sharing requirements related to land enhancement, 
optimal channel depths, etc. 

Market Trends 

Together, the Pacific Coast ports accounted for over 50% of total U.S. 
containers (TEU) in 1987, up from just 31% in 1981. Much of the West Coast's 
growth came at the expense of the North Atlantic port range, whose share of 
total container traffic dropped from 35% to 26% during the 1981-1987 period. 
As an illustration of this trend, combined movements through L.A. and long 
Beach surpassed New York for the first time in 1985, even while the latter's 
traffic continued to increase at a m:xlest 5% annual rate through 1985. 

'Ihe West Coast ports in general, and L.A./long Beach in particular, have gained 
ground for several reasons, among them: increasing overall U.S. trade with 
Pacific basin countries; an increasing share of Asian trade moving through West 
Coast ports; and increasing rail minibridge penetration of the U.S. interior 
and East Coast markets. 

one factor accelerating minibridge traffic growth is the difference between the 
amount of time required to move a container from various Asian ports to U.S. 



East Coast ports such as New York via either the West Coast (using rail 
double-stack seJ:Vice), or by the all-water route through the Panama canal. '!he 
all-water route is generally about 10-15 days larger. For higher value and 
tillle-sensitive cargoes this tillle difference can actually result in 
transportation cost savi:rqs using the minibridge alternative. 

Projections of container tonnage at West Coast ports by the Pacific Maritime 
Association for 1990 and 2000 show an increase from 87.4 million revenue tons 
in 1990 to 171.9 million tons in 2000 based on a 7% growth rate. Using an 11% 
growth rate, these revenue tonnage figures would be 101.3 million tons in 1990 
and 287. 5 million tons in 2000. 

FORI' OF TAmMA: 
EUIIDlliG THE INI'ERM'.)Dhl, ADVANTAGE 

BY 
ClIARIES E. OOAN 
Port of Tacoma 

In 1981, the Port of Tacoma introduced the original on-dock rail intennodal 
yard. '!he Port also introduced the use of the high-speed straddle carrier for 
loading/unloading containers from rail cars. 

Our intennodal traffic increased from 8 lifts per week in 1984, to 1,330 lifts 
weekly in 1985, to over 3,800 lifts per week at present. We have achieved a 
total of 937 lifts in an eight-hour shift. 'Ihat is the equivalent of a 28 car 
double stack unit train completely unloaded and reloaded. 

'!he Port of Tacoma now operates two on-dock rail intennodal yards where the 
largest distance from ship to rail is only 1 , 100 feet. We have the capacity to 
handle 117 double stack cars. '!hat's 1,170 TEU's (twenty-foot equivalent 
units) or about 4 unit trains of 28 cars each. 

On-dock railroading is not new to Tacoma. Since 1873, when Tacoma was chosen 
as the western tenninus of the Northern Pacific Railroad Co., rails have been 
important fixtures on our docks. 'lhe silk trains of the 1890's originated 
here. Even today, 10 of our modern general cargo berths have double rail 
tracks alorgside the berth. 

Just as speed. was important to the silk trade, so is it today. Be it auto 
parts or electronics, dresses or focdstuffs, the shipper expects to realize the 
fastest delivery and the most economical. With last port of call from Tokyo, 
Japan, we can have cargo to Olicago in 12 days and to New York in 15 days which 
compares to 22 days all-water. 'Ihat 12 days to 01.icago is comprised. of 9 days 
on the water, less than 1 day in port and 3 days on the rails. 

Savi:rq a week in-transit over the all-water route to the East Coast means that 
achievi:rq just-in-tillle deliveries to a manufacturer's assembly line is closer 
to reality. It means that consumer goods are on the showroom floor ready for 
sale a week early. It means real dollar inventory savings, as a container 
valued at $100,000 would generate about $250 in carrying costs in these 7 
days. And finally, it's cheaper. A container of auto parts for diesel e:rqines 
will cost $200 less goi:rq via a landbridge move at $6,348 than via an ocean 
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carrier's slow boat rate of $6,550. 

When we built the $6,000,000 intenoodal yards, we were primarily serving our 
ocean carriers, but we also serve the shipper. OUr shippers like our 
ship-to-rail-to-truck program because of four characteristics beyond price: 

Flexibility. 

Greater frequency of ocean carriers. 

Better ship schedules, and 

More reliable train schedules. 

Rail deregulation and double stack rail car technology n,ade significant 
contributions to the port's economics. Cleregulation gave the railroads a new 
competitive posture, particularly with ocean carriers, and double stacks 
allowed railroads to realize about a 40% operational cost savings. 

Tacoma, by eliminating the "intennodal gap" between ocean shipping and rail, 
has removed the last n,ajor un-addressed cost in intennodal transportation. 
Port tenninal efficiencies throughout the United States have reached relative 
parity. 'Ihe intennodal Gag, however, can be a key factor in the low margin 
container business, as Tacoma has discovered. Even if the rail yard is only a 
few hundred yards away, if it still needs tenninal gates, trucking connections, 
and city streets, the gap is not eliminated. Tacoma's on-dock service can save 
an ocean carrier's intennodal service a relative cost that equates to about 
half the profit on a Yokohama-Oiicago box move. 

In addition to creating highly efficient on-dock facilities, we have also 
streamlined the administrative side of container movements. 

Today, ports, shipping lines, and the railroads nrust find new ways to expand 
their n,arketing potential, foreign and new domestic and international cargo for 
the intennodal market. 

Burlington Northern has experienced tremendous growth in the intennodal area. 
Six years ago, BN transported 200,000 trailers and containers. 'Ihis year, they 
expect to handle 1.1 million. Intennodal traffic ncM aa::ounts for about 15% of 
railroad traffic. 

While ports, railroads, and shipping lines all expand their Midwest and Fast 
Coast n,arketing efforts to generate new westbound intennodal cargoes, the 
efforts to generate westbound cargo for doublestack trains should not be viewed 
as merely a domestic search. It is also an international one. For example, 
Maersk Line has started moving some of its containerized cargo that comes into 
the Fast Coast from Europe out to Tacoma via the doublestack train. From 
there, it is reloaded on ships. 

one of the challenges that the Port of Tacoma, along with all the other ports, 
faces is how to handle growth. In some cases, our intennodal yards are faced 
with "'Ihe Star Trek" challenge--where Space Really is the Final Frontier. It's 



great to have huge quantities of containers coming westbound on the doublestack 
trains, as long as once they arrive at the port, you have enough space and the 
right eg:uipment and infrastru.cture to rrove the containers to their ultiinate 
destination. 'Ihe challenge is to be able to do this without interfering with 
what you have going eastbound. 

If the shipping world were Utopia, the voltnne and value of intermodal 
containerized cargo going eastl:x:rund and westbound would be the same. But it's 
not. A 40-foot container full of linerboard or hay that's exported to Japan 
doesn't have the same value as a 40-foot container full of VCR's coming in from 
Japan. OUr efforts to balance our intennodal trade must include getting more 
cargo as well as getting higher value cargo. 

While the growth in containerization and intennodalism has been a "Revolution", 
"Balancing our Trade" in tent1.S of east/west doublestack container traffic will 
be a slower "Evolution." As ports, railroads, and steamship lines all focus 
more attention on marketing this aspect of the business, it is expected that 
they will work out new coalitions and new partnerships to achieve some connnon 
goals. Ard while there may be more cooperation in these areas, it is clear 
that there will be more competition as well. 

'Ihe Port of Tacoma has a number of unique selling points--points which we call 
"'lhe Tacoma Advantage". I have addressed one of these - the modal interface. 
OUr future is linked to it. As we look to the future, I hope you agree with 
Charles Kettering, who once said, ''We should all be concerned about the future, 
because we will have to spend the rest of our lives there." 

PREPARING 'lliE roRr OF SFA'ITIE 
FOR 'IHE 21st CEN'IURY 

BY 
GORI:oN NEUMILLER 
Port of Seattle 

'lhe Port of Seattle got its official start in 1911, when it received a charter 
from the state of Washington to be a port authority. 'lhe first overseas ship 
called in Seattle in 1890, a vessel operated by NYK Line of Japan. 

'lhe port has over $1 billion in assets, and 1,100 employees working both at the 
seaport and at Sea-Tac Airport. 'Ibis is the 13th largest airport in the U.S. , 
and we hope to handle about 15 million ~ers this year. 

'lhe cargo tenninals in the port enconpass about 700 acres, of which about 400 
acres are used for container tenninals. 'lhe port handled 1 million containers 
in 1987. We also handle bulk cargo such as grain and break-bulk cargoes such 
as steel, autos and apples. While we export apples from the State of 
Washington, we also handle apples inported from New Zealand for distribution 
throughout the U.S. 

To plan for the future, it is sometimes helpful to look at what has happened in 
the past, to see what worked and what didn't. Seattle has been quite 
successful, for a few reasons, one of which is geography. Seattle, with 
sailing via the Great circle Route, is one of the closest ports to most of the 
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Asian ports, about a day and one-half or 600 miles closer than the Port of I.os 
Angeles. However, unlike the Port of IDs Angeles, we do not have a large 
population base in the Seattle area, so we had to take a careful look at the 
markets we can serve. Not surprisi.DJly, our prilnary market turned out to be 
the overland Connnon Points (O.C.P.) and the area east of the Rocky Mountains. 

Once we identified our geographic advantage and the market area to be served, 
the next step was to detennine how to attract cargoes, and how to get mporters 
to discharge at the Port of Seattle. To do that we first needed to develop the 
cargo facilities, so the port began to develop container facilities and this 
attracted vessels to the port. In addition to our facilities, we provide 
value-added servic.es for mporters and exporters. For our inland shipments, we 
began to operate rail pools, tru.ck consolidation, distribution warehousi.DJ, all 
to better serve the i.Irporter and to enable the mporter to better serve his 
customers. Since deregulation of the trucking industry, our tru.ck 
consolidation service has become the Seattle Truck Contract Program. We move 
about 150 million pounds of freight annually to cities throughout the U.S. and 
canada. 

If there are lessons to be learned, it seems that providi.DJ port facilities and 
servic.es are mportant parts of planni.DJ. 'Ihe facilities now cost a lot more 
than they used to. It now costs the Port of Seattle about $1 million per acre 
to build a new container yard. 'Ihe new generation of container cranes with a 
100-foot bcxJm, capable of handli.DJ post-Panamax vessels, costs $4-5 million 
each. 

Whereas, in the past, a port provided servic.es for mporters or exporters, now 
ports need to provide servic.es for steamship lines. Also, there seems to be a 
growi.DJ battle to see who controls the inland movement of cargo, and the Port 
of Seattle is willi.DJ to work with whoever controls the business. 

Other factors need to be considered in planni.DJ for the future of a port. 
'Ihese include market and envirornnental factors such as politics, trade 
protection, economics, currency exchange rates, and oil pric.es. While you 
cannot control these factors, you need to be aware of them so that you can 
respond as needed. Technology changes must also be considered. You need to be 
aware of changes that may be induced by the new generation of container 
vessels and the larger shore cranes to handle the vessels. Because of the 
large blocks of cargoes involved and the load-centeri.DJ idea by vessel 
operators, a port must respond with new technology to remain competitive. 

Kn<:Mi.DJ your competition is an mportant part of marketi.DJ. An interesti.DJ 
part of intennodalism is that it has made all ports compete with each other. 
'Ihat competition may be on a national basis, as Fast Coast versus Gulf Coast 
versus West Coast ports. on a regional basis, the West Coast ports compete for 
the O. C. P. cargoes headi.DJ east of the Rockies. on a local basis, there is 
competition among the ports of Seattle and Tacoma and with the Port of Portland 
and the Port of Vancouver, British Coh.nnbia. 

'Ihe Port of Seattle is somewhat constrained in its expansion plans to acquire 
more land, but the port is also looki.DJ at efficiency steps to increase cargo 
productivity. 'Ihere can be efficiencies in labor/management relations and 



tenninal operations. We are lCXJking at terminal design and mechanical features 
that can be built to increase ecugo handling within the same acreage and 
without a huge capital investment. 'lhe port is also expanding its Electronic 
Data Interchange (E.D.L) to eventually link U.S. CUstoms, ecugo tenni.nals, 
vessels and inland transportation carriers. 

CCMPEI'ING IN THE PACIFIC NORIHWEST 
BY 

OONNIE McDADE 
Port of Bellingham 

'!he Port of Bellingham is located 90 miles north of Seattle on Interstate 5, in 
Whatcom County, the most northwestern county in the U.S. excluding Alaska. 
Bellingham is 23 miles south of the canadian border. 

The port facilities include the Bellingham Inte:rnational Airport, which 
increased flights from 9 daily to 76 daily in a year and one-half. '!here are 
two marinas and a new convention and trade complex. '!he port has four foreign 
trade zones, which will grCM in relation to trade with canada. '!here are two 
industrial parks, and a shipping facility called Whatcom International Terminal 
which has 50 acres of ecugo tenninal and 70 acres of foreign trade zone. The 
ports ecugos include aluminum, wcx:x:l pulp, chemicals and dried milk. 

'Ihe port is located closer to the Pacific Rim than the Port of Seattle. The 
port is corrpeting with the Port of Seattle to locate the southern tenninal of 
the Alaska Feny. It has the advantage of cutting six hours off the sailing 
time, and it is only a 1-1/2 hour drive by car from Bellingham to Seattle. 

Ports in the State of Washington are mandated by the state legislature to do 
four things: maintain safe harbors, maintain safe terminals, take a leadership 
role in economic development, and promote tourism. 

THE EMERGING ROI.E 
OF AN INIAND INTERr-K>DM. TRANSFORI'ATION FACILITY 

BY 
IARRY OONDERUD 

Northern Express Transportation Authority 

The Northern Express Transportation Authority (NEI'A) is located in Shelby, 
Montana, a town of 3, 500 population in a county of 6, 000 persons. 'lhe concept 
of the inland inte:rmodal facility is about 10 months old. '!he authority is a 
regional port authority under state statutes, the second such authority created 
in the state. 

NETA came into existence to take advantage of its geographic location. It is 
located about 30 miles from the canadian border on the Burlington Northern 
Railroads east-west main line, and on the BN's north-south line which runs from 
the canadian border south to Houston, Mobile and Pensacola. About 44 trains 
per day run through Shelby, of which 12 are inte:rmodal with eight double-stack 
trains and four single-stack trains. 
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Another key factor in Shelby's geographic location is that one of the largest 
Ports of Enny is at SWeetgrass, Montana, at the canadian border, handling 
about 750 semi-loads per day through CUstans. 

'Ihe State of Montana provided a big carrot to help bring the project for an 
intennodal facility together. 'Ibis was in the fonn of Exxon overcharge funds 
that were returned to the state. '!he state allocated $2.1 million of these 
funds for development of an intennodal facility. 'Ibis gave us the incentive to 
pull our resources together and to hire the expertise and consultants. 
Although the state funds went to another port authority, in Butte, we were sure 
of our concept, and we agreed to proceed. 

Shelby, Montana is se:rved by 50 transportation companies that have worldwide 
networks. 'Ihe key was to access those companies and to make the proper 
linkages with Pacific Northwest ports, which would lessen our dependence on the 
EN railroad. 

'!he population of the Province of Alberta ncM exceeds the state of COlorado, 
making it a major transportation market. A new transportation authority could 
act as a gateway between canada and the U.S. With the large volume of trains, 
trucks and container movements in this region, the new authority could gain 
access to some of this traffic. 

One concept which could enable the authority to se:rve as a resource for the EN 
involves the ongoing study in development of unifonn length and load limits for 
trucks. British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan are going to adopt unifonn 
limits. '!he maximum gross vehicle weights are going to be 137,500 pounds with 
8-axle rigs. 'Ihe authority is moving those vehicles right now. Between Shelby 
and the canadian border, the EN mainline has located "tramp" loading sites. 
'lhese loading sites allow for transfers between trucks and trains of bulk 
cammodities and containers. Some bulk cargoes are loaded there into containers 
for export. 

At present, NEI'A is handling 300 forty-foot equivalent container units per 
month. Many of the containers are U.S. consumer goods corning out of the 
Midwest via the EN. canadian export shipments move through NEI'A to U. s. 
markets. 

We provide warehousing and bulk transloading. NEI'A provides export cargoes for 
empty boxcars moving to the West Coast as well as alternative routing and 
intennodal corrq:,etition that provides savings for shippers. 

One means the authority is working on to extend the range of containers se:rved 
by NEI'A involves obtaining pennission to exceed the 105-foot length limit on 
trucks. We could then handle two 40-foot containers in tandem which, along 
with the cab, would exceed the limit. We will work with the state to detennine 
the placement of trailer axles. 'Ihe state will be providing scales to weigh 
trucks at our facility. Sea-I.and has agreed to position equipment at the 
facility. 

'!he NEI'A is also considering agricultural exports on double-stack trains. At 



present, we are loading containers with grain products without taking them off 
the flatcars. 

Aurct'1ATIC INVENIORY SYSTEM 
AT THE 

SP INT.ERMJDM. mNTAINER TRANSFER FACILITY 
BY 

ROGER D. STIIES 
In-Tenninal Sei:vices 

In August, 1986, In-Terminal Services was chosen as the contractor by the 
Southern Pacific to operate the newly created Intennodal Container Transfer 
Facility (ICrF') in IDng Beach, califomia. 'Ibis modern, fully automated, state 
of the art facility was built by the SP in conjunction with the Ports of IDng 
Beach and I.os Angeles in response to the growing needs of their many 
international customers. 'lhe ICrF' is the largest rail container facility in the 
world. 

As this was a totally new and untested facility in almost all operational 
aspects, many challenges arose in the first two years of operations, not the 
least of which was inventory control. To illustrate the magnitude of this 
challenge, consider the following factors. 'lhe ICrF' currently operates on 
approximately 230 acres, has 5 working tracks each about 1 mile in length, has 
2,300 numbered parking slots, handles 36 double stack trains per week (varying 
from 6 to 28 cars) and 42 conventional trains per week also of varying sizes, 
does in excess of 360,000 lifts annually and will have an average of 2,500 
containers on chassis and 4,000 bare chassis in the yard at any given time. 
OWnership of these containers belong to many varied customers utilizing the 
ICI'F'. 

'lhe dynamic parking scheme of the ICrF' was designed to be operated with a real 
ti.me computerized inventory system, conceived by the SP to utilize their 
existing 'IOPS/TCC systems integrated with slot monitors and a mobile inventory 
system. 

'!here are several key elements that combine to make this a highly effective and 
efficient operation. First, the drivers delivering the containers or picking 
them up, must ensure that the container and chassis m.nnbers they give the 
pre-checker are correct and that they park their container in the assigned 
parking slot. 

'lhe second, is our pre-check clerk working with the slot monitor, communicates 
directly with the driver and must ensure proper data input as this drives the 
slot assigmnent by the slot monitor. 'lhe slot monitor maintains a real time 
inventory of available parking slots. A daily plan is laid out based on the 
day's projection as to -what destinations andjor blocks will be loaded on which 
tracks. 'lhe slot monitor is then progrannned with this infonnation, so that 
when a container comes in for a particular destination, it will provide the 
pre-check clerk with the next available slot in the area designated for that 
destination. 
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The third element is the mobile invento:cy system. With all elements meshing, 
the ICI'F has the most state of the art, real time invento:cy system found in 
today's rail indust:cy. The key to maintaining this real time invento:cy is the 
data ent:cy of invento:cy movement by yard hostling personnel through the use 
of mobile data tenninals. 

At the ICI'F, all hostling tractors and yard check vehicles are equipped with 
mobile data tenninals. These mobile data tenninals (MIJl''s) are radio linked to 
a control unit located in the ICI'F tc:Mer. O:ita is sent via micro-wave to the 
central computer located at SP's headquarters in San Francisco. 

The need for accurate inventories is critical because: 

Reporting invento:cy with MIJl''s results in an accurate invento:cy. 

Reporting the invento:cy provides management with a tool to gauge ramp 
personnel activity and productivity. 

Invento:cy moves reported via MDI' input updates a real time visual 
monitor used by the ramp manager to monitor hostler activity. 

All invento:cy moves are recorded and stored iri a file that provides a 
historical record to monitor hostler productivity. 

The ramp manager is responsible for coordinating all the activity and ensuring 
that the plan is carried out. He provides the direction and computer input for 
the ramp crews. 

With all elements and systems riow functioning we feel that the SP's tenninal 
invento:cy system at the ICI'F sets the i.ndust:cy standards for maintaining a real 
time invento:cy and a managerial resource. 

SEMI-At.m:»1ATED C.UNTAINER/TRAILER CRANES 
BY 

JIM RAIS'ION 
Provincial Crane Inc. 

In order to handle today's cargo at a competitive cost and in good time, new 
ways of handling the container had to be found, not only in the method of 
handling the container/trailer itself, but in utilizing the available yard area 
to the maximum efficiency. 

'lhe use of automated machines have been the mainstay of the auto indust:cy, and 
only in the last 10 years has the automated function been considered in the 
Intennodal Facility. Automation involves the automatically controlling the 
operation of a.'1 apparatus or s-.1stem powered by electricity. 

What does automation do for the Intennodal Tenninal? 



It Speeds Up Container Handling 

'Ihe use of semi-automation on the lorq-span container gantry cranes provides 
:position operation functions such as X-Y :positionirg, computerized 
:positioning/locating for containers, and i.nvento:ry control. 

It Reduces Operator Fatigue 

With automation of functions of the crane such as BRIJ:x;E, TROUEY and SP.RF.ADER 
BF.AM, the operator can be doing other jobs during the time spent traveling to 
the container. 

'Ihe operator selects the container coordinates and the container size, starts 
the sequence by pressing the selector button and the crane then travels to the 
:position without the aid of the operator. Positioning is accurate to plus or 
minus 1 inch. 

It Reduces Container Damage 

With automation, the acceleration and deceleration of the crane is controlled 
by the on-board computer, thus providing smooth operations. 'Ihe cranes also 
have the feature of anti-sway reeving on the hoist which elimina.tes the sway of 
the container during IOOVements of the crane. 

It Reduces Maintenance Costs 

Automation reduces operator abuse of the equipment, and along with the electric 
powered motors, the high cost of maintaining a diesel erqine has been 
elimina.ted. 

It Interfaces With Yard Computers 

With the use of a radio link, the yard computer can talk to the crane computer, 
giving instru.ctions on what container to select, etc. 'Ihis feature gives the 
crane operator the required infonnation on entry into the yard by the trucks. 
'lhe type of infonnation can be: 

container identification 

location of pick up point 

tru.ck waiting area 

container storage location. 

It Increases F,quipment Life 

Automation not only increases the productivity of the yard but also increases 
the operating life of the machine. 'lhrough the controlled IOOVements of the 
crane, operator abuse can be virtually elimina.ted. Also, the use of electric 
drives, which have been used for over 70 years in the steel-making industry 
where high reliability is required, has elimina.ted high maintenance items. 
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It Reduces I.and Utilization 

'Ihe use of the semi-automated, container hamling, lol'lg'-span gantry crane has 
also reduced the land usage at terminals that have elected to automate the 
through-put handling. 
'Ihe dead-land areas are the two runway rail supports only. On average this 
would amount to 6 feet per runway support. Cost comparisons can be made 
between the two runway rails for the lol'lg' span gantry and the several heavy 
paved areas required to ac.carmnodate the conventional loading equipment. 

Features for Automation of a Gantry crane 

'Ihe follc:Ming items are an example of the features that have to be incorporated 
into the design of the gantry crane in order to have a solid, reliable base for 
using automation. 

Fixed runway rails: 'Ihe use of fixed runway rails provides the solid base for 
the bridge travel, which in turn relates to the structural rigidity. 'Ihese 
features are the basis in providing the continuity required for an X-Y 
automated coordinate. 

Solid steel rail wheels: 'Ihe use of the solid-state rail wheels also eliminates 
the amount of surge movement of the gantry and provides the basic tool for 
monitoring the bridge travel. 

Constant power supply: Having the constant power supply reduces voltage 
fluctuations and provides continuity for the computer control. 

Stabilized reeving: 'Ihis provides the geometric rigid mast that reduces the 
time required to spot a container after stopping the gantry. 

Solid state drives: 'Ihe solid state drives provide the interface between the 
encc:x:lers and resolvers used for tracking the movements and the computer for 
controlling the function. 

Reliability: Reliability in the machine is required in the automated gantry so 
that coordinates can be fixed for an extended period of time without constant 
reprogranuning. 

Automation requires that the equipment be run on electricity rather than the 
liquid fuels presently used in North American intennodal tenninals. 

With a constant flCM of electrical power to the crane, the computer has a 
non-variable power flCM. Another feature of the constant power is that the 
size of the motors are selected based on the requirement of the crane's duty, 
i.e. , the horsepower required to give the speeds necessary for the crane to 
hamle the tenninal through-put can nCM be selected and incorporated in the 
design of the crane rather than the horsepowers and speeds being dictated by 
the available out-put from the diesel generator. 



Electric powered equipment can have a positive effect due to reduced noise 
levels, no use of liquid fuels, night operation in residential areas and 
reduced air pollution. 

Electric powered container handling has been used in Europe for the past 25 
years and has proved to be the way to handle containers in a heavily populated 
carrnnunity, and to provide reduced costs of harrlling goods. The advantages of 
the electric powered machine is found in the operation, efficiency, cost, and 
life. 

The electric powered machine also has the capability to be engineered to the 
requirements of the Intennodal Terminal so that the required duty cycle of the 
machine (crane), speeds, acceleration and durability are designed for the 
through-put. 

Benefits of Automation 

The automation of the equipment that we use to harrlle containers and trailers 
has produced many improvements in the operation of an Intennodal Facility. 
Same of the advantages are: 

Anti-sway Reeving 

D.rring the nonnal operating movements of the crane, the load is restricted from 
moving from side to side by the geometry of the hoistering ropes. This 
provides accurate spotting of the spreader beam over the load and reduces the 
time required waiting for the beam to stop swaying. 

The automation of the motions of the crane (although the operator can manually 
override the automation by moving the master switches) provides a system that 
is better able to consistently position the crane quickly and accurately since 
the drives always operate at maximum rates of speed and stop in minimum 
distance during automatic moves. The drives are not limited by visual parallax 
problems, nor do they become fatigued. The result is that the automated 
cx:mtainer/trailer handling gantry crane can position itself over the containers 
with greater speed and accuracy than an operator could consistently provide. 

Introduction 

TRANS:EONDER/INTERROGA'IOR SYSTEMS 
BY 

A. llJKE WAI.J.ACE 
Automated Monitoring and Control International, Inc. 

Transponder/Interrogator systems operate by sending radio frequency signals 
between an interrogator/antenna and transponders which are attached to objects 
or in particular locations. Transponder antennas are internal to the 
transponder itself and interrogator antennas are external to the interrogator. 
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One example of a transponder/interrogator system uses the interrogator antenna 
to send an urnnodulated radio frequency signal in the direction of the 
transponder. The transponder is initialized by this signal, slightly modifies 
it and reflects a :modulated signal back to the antenna. The interrogator 
receives this signal, processes it to detennine the identity of the object or 
the position to which the transponder is attached and provides a serial output 
interface to the outside world. Transponder readings can either be stored in 
memo:ry on tape or diskette by the interrogator for later reading or transmitted 
via radio frequency on a real time basis. 

Transponders typically are precoded prior to installation with from 12 to 24 
alphanumeric characters of infonnation concerning the location or 
identification of the object to which the transponder is attached. Some 
transponders are progranrrnable, and there are two basic types of transponder 
systems; passive and active. 

Passive Transponders 

Passive transponder systems consist of: 

A pc:Mer receiver 

A logic data generator 

A RF transmitter 

'!his type of transponder is inductively activated by a signal from the 
interrogator. 'lhe transponder coiwerts the interrogator signal to a oc voltage, 
modulates the carrier signal,and transmits pre-coded data back to the 
interrogator. Once the return signal from the transponder is detected, the 
interrogator transmits a steady carrier output to provide sustained pc:Mer 
source for the transponder. 

Active Transponders 

Active transponder systems consist of: 

A battery 

A logic data generator 

A RF transmitter 

In this type of system the battecy is nonnally in a quiescent state until 
activated by the radio frequency transmitted by the interrogator. Once 
activated, the transponder uses the battecy for pc:Mer to transmit 
pre-programmed infonnation back to the interrogator. 'lhe batteries used in 
this type of system typically last from 10 to 20 years. 



Frequencies 

'Ihe frequencies used in transponder/interrogator systems vary from very low 
radio wave frequencies in the area of 100 kilohertz up to the high microwave 
frequencies some of which exceed 900 meqahertz. In general, with low frequency 
systems the transponders must be closer to the interrogator antenna than in 
high frequency systems. 

Typically 1 to 3 feet for a low frequency system. 

Typically 5 to 100 feet for a high frequency system. 

The transponder antenna is built into the transponder package. In general, 
lower frequency transponders have larger antennas and consequently are larger 
in overall size. I.J::M frequency transponders will typically range from 15 to 30 
inches in length, 8 to 15 inches in width and two to 10 pounds in weight. High 
frequency transponders will range from 2 to 9 inches in length, 2 to 5 inches 
in width, and less than 1 pound in weight. 

Effects of the Environment 

Most of the manufacturers have ruggedized transponders available which have 
been engineered to minimize or eliminate the effects of the envirornnent on the 
system. 'Ihese transponders are not affected by: 

Ambient light or darkness 
Vibration 
Electrical noise 
Interfering signals 
Tercperature 
Fog 
Rain/water 
Snow 
Cllemicals 
Sand, coal, ballast 

Microprocessor Control 

'Ihe interrogator is a microprocessor controlled electronic unit used to process 
the identification code programmed into the transponder and pass this 
infonnation on to the outside world. 'Ihe interrogators receive their data via 
the antenna which is mounted exterior to the interrogator in a strategic 
location so as to be able to read the transponders. 'Ihe antenna is generally 
connected to the interrogator by coax. On some systems, more than one antenna 
can be connected to one interrogator. 

Size and Weight 

Interrogators are generally on a rack mounted chassis and range in size from 11 
to 20 inches wide, 20 to 34 inches long and 3 to 9 inches high. 'Ihe combined 
weight of the interrogators and their antennas will generally range from 15 to 
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50 pounds. Also, the lower frequency systems require a larger and heavier 
antenna. Some interrogators are mobile and can be attached to any movable 
object. 

System Applications 

'!his technology could potentially be applied in an intennodal tenninal, through 
this type of system has not yet been developed. However, several companies are 
looking at various aspects of the system. 'lhe following is a description of an 
intennodal tenni.nal yard inventory system based on ideal conditions. Some of 
the issues which need to be resolved before this system can be fully 
implemented and some of the peripheral applications which can be developed as a 
result of this system are discussed below. 

'lhe ideal system is predicted upon two basic assumptions: 

A. All units flowing through the intennodal tenni.nal would be equipped 
with transponders. 

B. Interrogators would be placed within the yard and on any lift 
equipment to capture the movement of units throughout the tenninal: 

o At the gate 

o At the rail/ship entrance to the terminal 

o At strategic locations within the terminal such as individual 
lots. 

At the Gate 

All traffic entering or leaving the tenninal would pass by an interrogator at 
the gate and the initial and number of the unit would automatically be entered 
into the yard inventory system and be displayed to the dispatcher. Depending 
on whether the :movement was entering the tenninal or exiting the terminal, the 
following would be the last activity record displayed on the screen to the 
dispatcher as shown in Figure 1. 

Crane/Piggy Packer 

All equiµnent unloaded from a ship or rail car by a crane or from a rail car by 
a piggy packer would automatically be entered into the terminal yard 
inventory. If a pre-arrival exists, this entry will automatically retrieve the 
appropriate information and place it into the yard inventory. 
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All equipment loaded onto a rail car or ship would automatically be entered 
into the tenninal yard invento:cy. If a pre-arrival exists, this entry will 
automatically retrieve the appropriate infonnation and place it into the yard 
invento:cy. 

All equipment loaded onto a rail car or ship would be automatically deleted 
from the invento:cy. An edit will be made to verify that the unit is destined 
outside the yard. If not, appropriate wanting messages will be generated. In 
both cases, a corrputer date starrp will automatically be placed in the record. 

Yard Location 

Interrogators will be strategically placed in the yard to automatically detect 
the initial and number of each piece of equipment as it moves throughout the 
yard. Depending on the degree of accuracy required, interrogators could be 
placed at the entrance and exit points to the individual lots. 

'As the equipment moves from one lot to another, the yard invento:cy 
will be automatically updated 

When drivers enter the tenninal to pick up loads or empties, they 
will be directed to the appropriate lot 

The lot location will be automatically shown on the hostle lists 

F.quipment unloaded from rail cars/ships will be directed to specific 
lots and can be monitored enroute to the specific lot 
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When lots are at capacity, the yard inventory system will direct the 
equipment to different lots 

'Ihe mobile interrogator on a truck can be used to update inventory 
location if necessary. 

Open Issues 

There are several open issues that need to be resolved before a complete system 
of this type can be implemented: 

When a piece of equipment is lifted by a packer or crane, we need to 
be able to detennine if that piece of equipment is entering the yard 
or departing the yard. When simultaneously loading and unloading, if 
a unit is encountered which is not in the pre-arrival inventory or 
the yard inventory, the cx::m1pUter will not be able to determine 
whether the unit is inbound or outbound. 

We need to detennine how to handle non-tagged equipment which enters 
the yard. 'Ibis might involve the use of magnetic serial coded 
transponders. 

Additional opportunities can be derived from the use of a 
transponder/interrogator system. 'Ihese include tnlck fuel inventory records, 
ranp/derarnp/lift productivity records, and chassis inventory. 

Introduction 

EXPANSION OF THE SOO'lliERN PACIFIC RAIIROAD'S 
DALI.AS INTERlvl)DM, FACILITY 

BY 
MICHAEL OOVAL, P. E. 
D.lval and Associates 

'Ibis project called for the expansion of SP's Lallas Intermodal Facility, a 
30-acre freight exchange tenninal a few miles south of downtown Lallas. 'Ibis 
project can be broken down into basically three separate stages: pipeline 
installation and subgrade preparation, soil-cement subbase constniction, and 
concrete pavement constnlction. 'Ibis presentation focuses mainly on the 
design, the soil-cement, and concrete portions of the project. 

Design 

'Ihe pavement design considerations included traffic loadings and subgrade 
conditions. c:.urrent and projected traffic consisted of 18-wheel trucks, 
straddle cranes, and the side packer. Despite these heavy channelized traffic 
loads, we designed this intermodal paving system as a jointed plain concrete 
pavement using the latest Portland Cement Association design method. 'Ibis 
method is based on non-reinforced concrete. In conjunction with the plain 
concrete, closer joint spacings on the order of 12 to 15 feet were used to 
control shrinkage cracking and to develop more efficient load transfer through 
tighter aggregate interlock. 



Three different pavement configurations were used on the project: 
non-reinforced concrete over an existing crushed stone base and asphalt 
surface; non-reinforced concrete over 611 soil-cement subbase; and 611 

soil-cement subbase with 1-1/2" asphalt wearing surface. Concrete thickness 
varied according to traffic loading from 6" in loaded trailer parking areas to 
811 in channelized traffic lanes to 14-1/2" in straddle crane pathways. The 
design scheme also allowed the SP more flexibility for future expansions. 

In addition to the expansion of existing facilities, the SP wished to improve 
its deteriorated pavements. '!he existing crushed stone base was utilized with 
asphaltic concrete surface as a subbase for a new jointed plain concrete 
pavement overlay. Taking advantage of the salvage value of the existing 
pavement pennitted the use of a thinner concrete section due to greater 
load-transfer efficiency provided by the crushed stone. '!he base also served 
as an all-weather construction platfonn and prevented subgrade rutting by 
construction equipment, so no allCManeeS had to be niade for thickness 
variation. '!he in-situ soils in the expansion areas proved to be quite tender 
silty sands when tested in our laboratory, soils susceptible to deep rutting 
when loaded by even medium-duty construction equipment. Instead of a much 
thicker concrete section, we chose to take advantage of the soil 
conditions by designing a soil-cement subbase for the concrete 
pavement. '!he soil-cement base provided greater load-transfer efficiency, 
ser:ved as a solid all-weather construction platfonn for the slipfonn paver, and 
prevented subgrade rutting by construction equipment. 

Again, this provided greater thickness control for concrete placenent and 
resulted in a thinner concrete section because thickness variation was 
reduced. For the Northwest IDt, an area in which empty trailers are stored, 
the structural capacity requirement was less than for the other areas, so a 611 

soil-cement subbase with 1-1/211 asphalt wearing course was used as the design 
section. 

To provide unifonnity of construction niaterials, the contractor was encouraged 
to have an on-site continuous feed soil-cement plant and a concrete batch 
plant, adding greatly to daily paving production and quality much greater than 
mixed-in-place soil-cement and ready-mix concrete operations could provide. 

Laboratory Testing 

Quality control was an essential part of this project and was instnnnental in 
ensuring a top quality pavement. '!he materials testing laboratory was located 
on the job site. Once the quality control plan had been developed, daily 
inspection and testing of the contractor's perfonnance and progress were 
carried on. Having the testing laboratory on site ensured maximum quality 
control; test results were given immediately to SP's Project Engineer, allowing 
for immediate remedial measures to be taken, if necessary. 

Soil--canent SUbbase 

In order to save tbne and avoid delaying construction, the Soil-cement Short 
cut Test Procedure for Sandy Soils, as outlined by the Portland Cement 
Association, was used to detennine a safe cement content for each type of soil 
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used on this project. The contractor agreed to abide by these results and even 
voluntarily added an extra percent of cem:mt to ensure he met the required 
strengths during the first couple of weeks of operations. Once his production 
consistently exceeded the specification requirements, he was allowed to 
decrease the amount of cement used as long as strength requirements were still 
consistently met. Based on the overall results of the field tests, the Short 
cut method proved to be successful. 

Once soil-cement operations commenced, several field, laboratory, and plant 
tests and checks were run every day to ensure good quality soil-cement. 
I.aboratocy proctors and strength cylinders were run using that day's stockpile 
soil and the designated cement content to give an indication of target 
strengths; field proctors and strength cylinders were also run using 
soil-cement mixture actually placed on that day to verify corrpliance with the 
specifications. OUr specifications called for a minimum of 400 psi unconfined 
compressive strength at 7 days for these strength cylinders. 

Rather than dispose of field and laboratocy soil-cement Proctor cylinders, they 
were tested along with the strength cylinders at 7 days to illustrate the 
effects of moisture content and density on strength. 'As expected, optimum 
strength was attained at optimum moisture and maximum dcy density. What was 
dramatically illustrated in the test reports was the rapid loss of strength 
when moisture contents deviated from optimum moisture an average of 50 psi lost 
for a +/-2% deviation. Because of this effect·, every effort was made by the 
cx:mtractor and inspection team to ensure proper compaction of soil -cement at 
optimum moisture content. 

A sieve analysis was run on the stockpile soil to monitor daily consistency and 
check for excessive amounts of clay and clay balls. To reduce the amount of 
clay balls found in the stockpile soil, the contractor placed a 2" screen at an 
angle over his shaker bin; this combination eliminated all objectionable clay 
material. To check on the effects this had in the field, we ran in-place 
material over a 111 and a #4 sieve to check for the amount of clay balls in the 
mix. 

Other daily tests included in-place densities, which were run on the compacted 
soil-cement using a Troxler nuclear density gauge immediately after final 
rolling, and thickness checks to check for thickness and unifonnity of mix. 
Cores were taken to check for thickness and laminations, an indication of 
built-in failure. Areas where we encountered these laminations were removed 
full depth and replaced. 'As a final quality check, 4-foot wooden poles were 
used to "sound" the hardened soil-cement. 'As areas of dull sounding 
soil-cement were encountered, they were marked on a map as indications of soft 
or failed areas. These failed areas were either removed and replaced or 
removed to good hard soil -cement, and additional concrete was used to make up 
for the deficient subbase thickness. 

'lhe plant had been stockpiling soil for processing for weeks prior to laydown 
operations. F.ach area was staked and brought to grade, then the laydown 
process was brought into full swing. D.Imp trucks were loaded with the 
soil-cement mixture from a hopper, then they placed the material in front of 
the laydown machine. 'Ihe contractor started off by using an asphalt laydown 



ma.chine, but his production was low and inefficient. He quickly brought in a 
Jersey spreader to finish the job, and this increased his production 
tremendously. 

Because rutting was a big problem in sane areas, the contractor used a rake to 
kncx::k down high spots under the dmnp trucks, and used the roller to recompact 
the subgrade after each truck delivered its load. 'lhe material was then 
compacted using a steel 'Wheel roller. 'Ibis roller left compaction planes in 
the soil-cement, the source of the laminations mentioned earlier, but the 
amount of material used was enough to leave the corrpacted section 111-2 11 high; 
the laminations were cut out using a trimming machine. The material trinnned 
off could then be reused if it was still less than 30 minutes old. Any 
laminations still in the soil-cement surface were eliminated by using a spring 
tooth harrc:M, and final compaction was achieved using a rubber tire roller. 

The surface was kept wet to prevent dusting and later hardbladed to eliminate 
high spots. Finally, a liquid asphalt primer coat was applied as a curing 
coat. 

Having an on-site batch plant greatly ilnproved concrete quality and allowed for 
greater control of the concrete. 'lhe contractor used a slipfonn paver, 'Which 
also resulted in higher concrete quality because of the lower slt.nnps necessary 
for efficient operation. While our specifications called for a maxinn.nn sllilllp 
of 4", the contractor preferred a nn.ich lower sllilllp and, indeed, their sllilllpS 
typically ranged from 1-1/2" to 2-1/2 11 , even 'When doing hand pours using the 
Clacy machine. This ilnpr ovEd the quality of the pavement in both strength and 
durability resulting in a dense, durable wearing surface of high strength and 
no problems with scaling. 

Specifications called for a maximum 4" sllilllp, entrained air content of 5%, and 
a 7 day flexural strength of 600 psi at third point loading. 

Drring placement, the subbase was first cleaned off well, then wet down to 
prevent the subbase from absorbing water from the concrete mix. For finishing, 
the contractor used 3-foot bull floats and 10-foot straightedges, 'Which 
produced a nn.ich smoother riding surface. For surface texture, wet burlap was 
dragged along the new concrete, then the 'White curing compound was appliEd. 
'lhe contractor's equipment train was set up so efficiently that the amount of 
time involved from cxmcrete placement to application of the curing compound was 
usually less than 30 minutes, thereby preventing plastic shrinkage cracking 
from occurring during the hot, dry Texas surmner days. 

Joints were sawed later the same day, as soon as possible without ravelling the 
green concrete. After inserting a backer rod, these joints were sealEd with a 
cold-poured asphalt emulsion sealer before the pavement was opened to traffic. 
After all concrete had been placed, cores were taken to check for thickness. 

Problems that were encounterEd during the concrete operations did not come from 
materials, but from weather. The concrete work was started at the errl of the 
spring rains and although the contractor usually had enough warning before a 
stonn, once he got caught. However, all concrete poured that day was covered 
with plastic and we did not lose any of that concrete, but the contractor was 
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more cautious from that point on. Concrete operations continued on into July 
and August, and temperatures soared into the l00's. We became concerned with 
plastic shrinkage, cracking and flash sets at this point which could result 
from high mix temperatures. 'As mentioned earlier, the curing corrp:>lllld was 
applied inunediately after finishing, which eliminated the occurrence of plastic 
shrinkage cracks. To avoid flash sets, the contractor watered down his coarse 
aggregate pile to keep it cool and reduce the mix temperature of the concrete. 
We experienced no problems with flash sets. 

'Ihe concrete operations were very successful and produced a concrete pavement 
of exceptionally high quality. 

Asphalt 

Asphalt had a very limited use on this project. It was used as a level-up to 
fill in low spots in the existing crushed stone base with asphalt surface which 
was to be overlaid. It was also used between the railroad tracks to allow 
crossing the tracks at any point. Finally, and primarily, it was used as the 
wearing surface over the soil-cement in the Northwest IDt, on which empty 
trailers were stored. 

ASPHALT CDNCRETE PAVED YARD 
FOR THE UNION PACIFIC IN SFA'ITIE 

BY 
I.EI.AND B. JONES 

Shannon & Wilson, Inc. 

'Ihe Union Pacific Railroad Corrpany's seattle Intennodal Facility is located a 
short distance south of Spokane Street, roughly between 1st and 5th Avenues. A 
portion south of the 5th Avenue viaduct has been used as an intennodal facility 
for several years, but the yard needed to be expanded. The expan:ied area is 
about 3,300 feet long and up to about 500 feet wide, and extends from 6000 feet 
northerly from the 1st Avenue viaduct to 700 feet southerly from the 5th Avenue 
South viaduct. 'Ihe expanded area has been used for tracks, but did not carry 
heavy vehicular traffic. 

The facility is on the old D..Iwamish River floodplain. About 80 years ago, to 
inprove the area for development, the river was channeled to its present 
location, leaving old meanders in the developed area. The old meanders cut 
through the northerly portion of the intennodal facility and were about 18 feet 
deep below the present ground surface. In addition, the floodplain was from 2 
to 12 feet below the present ground surface. 

Initial site investigations consisted of 19 hollow-stem auger borings with 
Standard Penetration Tests followed by 15 backhoe test pits and 53 Falling 
Weight Deflectometer tests. Fourteen field california Bearing Ratio (CBR) 
tests were conducted at selected locations and two plate-bearing tests were 
perfonned. SUbsurface materials were found to be extremely variable. Until 
the early 1950's, the old river meanders had been used for disposing of trash 
consisting of cinders and ashes, glass, various kinds of metals, and chunks of 
concrete. The rest of the area had been filled with highly variable materials 
ranging from sand and gravelly sand to very soft clay. The water table was 
generally only 2 to 3 feet below the ground surface. The old meanders filled 



with trash were extremely soft, but the rest of the area was inconsistent. 
Extremely soft areas were found immediately adjacent to fi:rm areas. Some CBR 
tests had essentially zero strength, and both plate-bearing tests actually 
failed with loads of less than 50 psi. 

One consideration in the design was that the two viaducts restricted the 
headroom so the final grade could be raised only about 1 foot. This 
restriction prevented using an overlay of additional fill to solve the 
stability problem. Based on the subsurface explorations and tests, it became 
apparent that in certain areas, the pavement could be designed for existing 
conditions, but in other areas the poor quality material would have to be 
excavated and replaced with better material. Based on obsel:vations and test 
data, areas not requiring treatment were assigned values for pavement design of 
K = 100 psi and CRB = 15. '!he intent was to replace the poor material to the 
extent that these values could be used throughout the area. 

Because it was :iJTipractical to delineate the boundaries of unsuitable areas from 
borings and test pits, it was decided to proof-roll the entire area with a 
fully loaded 50-ton pnemnatic-tired roller with 50 psi tire pressure. This 
rolling was done after initial site grading was finished. '!he 50 psi tire 
pressure was selected because that pressure would approxbnate the pressure from 
a loaded Piggy-Packer for 2 feet below the final pavement surface, about the 
level to be proof-rolled. The roller was operated at a speed of 2 mph for at 
least 12 passes. 

'!he first few passes did not always show up the soft areas , but by 12 passes 
the soft areas could be detected and their boundaries delineated. 'Ihese 
boundaries were mapped for future excavation. 

Two pavement designs were developed for the facility. It was assumed that to 
obtain a consistent K = 100 psi subgrade value, an average of 3 to 4 feet of 
material would need to be replaced in the soft areas. To obtain a consistent 
subgrade for asphalt pavements, 5 to 7 feet of soft material would have to be 
replaced. '!he pavement designs prepared were for portland cement concrete and 
asphaltic concrete (hardest grade) for areas to be used by Piggy-Packers, for 
trailer traffic, and for parking. No design was prepared for Roller Compacted 
Concrete (RCC) pavements because of the soft and defonnable subgrade likely to 
be present during construction. 

'lhe Union Pacific Railroad Company secured bids from several contractors for 
both types of pavement ( including excavation and replacement of soft areas) . 
'As so often happens, much of the work was done during wet fall weather and 
paving was done in January 1987. 'lhe new facility has now been in service 
about 1-1/2 years. 

Frequently, soft spots were long, narrow strips where material has been durrped 
without compaction, but most often they were in large, irregular areas. 
Sometimes the very soft material could be reroc,ved to finner soil, but in many 
places, such as old river meanders, the soft material continued down to greater 
depths than excavated. Generally, the deeper materials were soft at all 
locations. The original estbnate of 5 to 7 feet of soft material to be removed 
tw:ned out to be reasonable. In most places, excavation was close to 5 feet 
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and 7 feet was the maximum depth excavated. 

In many areas, the soft material was covered by sarrly material. 'Ihis material 
was stockpiled and used for backfill. Additional pit-run gravel backfill was 
obtained from a pit located near Kent. '!hat pit generally had a maximum size 
of about 3 inches and was reasonably well-graded to fine sand sizes. About 35 
or 40 percent was finer than the No. 4 sieve; the more silty materials were 
eliminated by selection at the pit. 'Ihe same material was used for the gravel 
base. To keep the backfill from bein;J contaminated, soft areas were covered 
with a geotextile which made a "sausage" of the backfill. 

One problem that developed durin;J construction was that many of the manholes 
extended downward into the very soft and deep materials, so the weight of the 
Piggy-Packer or loaded trailer could cause excessive settlement. 'Ihis problem 
was solved by constructin;J concrete slabs about 10 feet by 10 feet in the 
bottom of excavations to support the manholes. 

Since the facility was c.onpleted, it has been subjected to high Piggy-Packer 
and trailer usage. 'lhe only knovln pavement failure has been a small section at 
the trailer entrance where there was insufficient rerooval of soft material. 
Detailed observations have revealed no other failed areas, or even areas that 
suggest potential failure. Only in the trailer parkin;J areas has there been 
any distress. In most cases, portland cement concrete strips were constructed 
to support the trailer dolly pads. 'Ihese strips were 5-feet wide (except one 
3-foot wide pad near the west side of the parkin;J area). Trailers parked 90 
degrees to the concrete strips generally have their pads settin;J on the 
concrete strips ( except many miss on the 3-foot strip) , but where an:Jle parkin;J 
is used a large percent of the pads rest on the asphalt pavement. When the 
project was first opened, it was quite corranon for the round pads to sink into 
the asphalt pavement about 1/4-inch, but since the facility has been in use and 
the pavement hardened, none of the dolly pads r'l:M appear to be causin;J 
compression of the pavement. Concrete strips 8 feet wide would solve most of 
the problem. 

Adjacent to some of the manholes, the pavement has settled up to about 1-inch 
as a result of poor subgrade and base compaction, probably because the roller 
operated lengthwise over the areas to be paved. At the manholes, the rollers 
passed outside of the structures leavin;J V-shaped areas with insufficient 
compaction. 

OONSTRUCTION, PERFORMANCE AND MAINTENANCE 
OF Rall.ER <Xffl'ACI'ED AND OF RXJRED OONCREI'E 
IN INI'ERM)QAL YAROO AT 'IHE roRI' OF TA<nv1A 

BY 
ClJRI'IS L. RATCLIFFE 

Port of Tacoma 

'!he Port of Tacoma has a North and a South intennodal rail yard. '!he South 
yard was constructed in 1985 and was made exclusively of Roller Corrpacted 
Concrete (RC'C). It covers about 13 acres and was constructed in 120 calendar 



days and cost $2 million. This was our first experience with RCC. It uses an 
aggregate with 450 pounds of cement and 100 poums of flyash. 

'lhe North intennodal yard covers 23 acres. We spent $4 million to constnlct 
the yard. It has both RCC and cast-in-place surfaces that have perfonned well. 

'!he two yards are operated differently. o.rr South yard uses top picks and the 
North yard uses straddle carriers. 

Both RCC and cast-in-place surfaces are extremely different and have their 
pluses and minuses. In the South yard, the RCC was placed just as you would 
place asphalt. '!he contractor had a batch plant on site. We placed crushed 
rock over the site so we could run machinery on it without :rutting the ground 
surface. We then placed 17 inches of asphalt, 8-1/2 inches at a time. 
A problem with RCC is the surface. It is subject to cracking at construction 
joints mainly. A problem we had at these transverse joints is that the cracks 
are uncontrolled and always cx::cur at a catch-basin. '!he way that the yard is 
designed is that the drainage valley is down the center, and the paving 
machines do not adjust to the valley in the RCC. 

'!he RCC in the South intennodal yard is presently wearing fairly 
well. At first, we had some dusting problems, but use of the facility and 
grinding dCMn some of the RCC surface helped create a good lock on the surface. 

An apperance problem, is the edges of the South yard. We were not sure how to 
handle this during construction, but when you run a straight edge off the 
paving machine and then roll the surface, then the edge tends to break down at 
an angle. We had no way to compact the edge, so it is a little loose. OUr 
stopping point is back from the edge, so the comition should not be a problem. 

When we first started having problems with the cracks in the joints, we put 
liquid asphalt in them. This was not pliable, and in the cold weather, it 
would shrink up and come out. In hot weather, we would patch it. '!here were 
places where rubber tires actually picked up the asphalt, but it worked pretty 
well. 

In some joints where the cracks opened up quite a bit, we placed a fine asphalt 
in the cracks and put the liquid asphalt around them. '!hat has held up pretty 
well. '!he North intermodal yard is served mainly by straddle carriers. The 
"strads" have a tire pressure of 130 psi, and they are abusive to any type of 
surface. 

'lhe RCC on the North yard was placed in 1985. '!he paving machine used on this 
project had self-tan-ping bars which provided 95 percent compaction. The mix 
of the RCC in the North yard was the same as that in the South yard. The 
surface was a lot tighter than using traditional methods of pouring concrete. 
We have not had the cracking in the North yard as we had in the South yard. 
'lhe machine gave a tighter surface on the edge and produced a sloped edge of 
about 15 percent. 
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'!he RCC was placed in the North yard during the hot season, and I believe that 
the contractor did not water properly, so the surface dried out. When that 
occurs, you do not get any matrix on the top of the surface. As tires start 
running over the RCC, it abrades and self--destru.cts. '!his caused quite an 
alann at first. 

One fix for the problem was to place a coal tar emulsion on the areas that were 
abraded, along the tracks and where the strads come into the train and turn. 
We placed two or three coats to see how it held up. 'lbe coal tar emulsion has 
since wore off, but it did its job in preventing cracking. 

'lbere are some maintenance problems with RCC, due to the uncontrolled 
cracking. All things being equal, I would choose cast-in-place over RO:: due to 
the fact that you get a tighter matrix on the surface, better control over 
cracking and better control over your grade. 

RO:: WJIIMENT DEVEIDFMENTS AND CONSTRUCTION TEaiNIQJFS 
BY 

JONW. DEIANEY 
Portland Cement Association 

Roller COmpacted Concrete (RO::) is providing an interesting alternative to many 
agencies that are in the business of providing hard surfaced areas. It 
overcomes some of the problems of asphalt while providing the benefits of 
corwentional concrete at a reduced price. 

Knowledge of RCC has expanded considerably from the time of its first use in 
the mid-1970's, but there still is a need for experimentation and more research 
to make this product even better. 

RO:: is essentially the same material as corwentional concrete. 'lbe difference 
is that it is backed a bit differently and placed differently. RCC typically 
has a little less cement content than corwentional concrete and is rolled into 
place instead of being cast into place. Because it is a dry mixture, the water 
content is less. So, RCC is basically a non-plastic or dry mix. 

RCC pavement thickness design methods are generally accepted to be the same as 
corwentional concrete. RCC has the idiosyncracy that the initial cracking 
occurs at very long joint spacing. 'Ibis produces, as far as cracks go, a very 
wide or open crack, any where from 1/4 to 1/2 inch. 

'!his poses a problem with pavement design. 'lbe criteria for conventional 
concrete is based on the fact that, at a joint or edge of a crack, we have load 
transfer across that joint and support by the adjacent panels in all 
directions. If we take an RCC crack, we have essentially a free edge, and the 
pavement has to be thicker to sustain the increased stress. To account for the 
stress, design methods dictate or require that design loads be increased by as 
much as 20 percent. 

If the RCC is batched and constru.cted properly, the flexible strength of RCC 
tends to be anywhere from 10 to 30 percent stronger than conventional 
concrete. So the increase in stress is offset by the increased flexible 



strength. 

F.arlier intennoda.l yards had stacking or picking equipment that protruded 
beyond the sides of the boxes. 'lhis prevented the boxes from beiDJ stacked 
closer together than 15 to 24 inches. With technology, the new picking 
equipment allows boxes to be stacked butt to butt and side to side. 'lhere is 
no room between the boxes. 'lhis gives greater space utilization, but it is a 
:potential disaster for a material on which the containers sit. 

Each container typically has a 611x6" square steel pod in each co:rner to sup:port 
the box on the pavement. If we work with containers of 50,000 pounds each and 
stack them four high, then each bottom co:rner pad carries a load of 200,000 
:pounds. 

With fully loaded containers stacked four high on rolled compacted concrete or 
:portland cement concrete, spaced about 24 inches between stacks, we would need 
a pavement thickness of about 18 to 20 inches. With containers stacked with 
no room between, we need a 28-inch thick section of concrete to hold those 
boxes without cracking the concrete. 

Another area of pavement design that needs attention, which has been overlooked 
on some projects, is that newer picking equipment may be as much as 15 percent 
heavier than older equipment, a difference of up to 30,000 to 40,000 pounds. 

In discussiDJ constru.ction, RCC pavement can be divided into two categories: 
those pavements used for dirty operations and those pavements used for clean 
operation. 

A dirty operation is one in which the handled product leaves the pavement 
covered with a residue, such as when logs or coal are stored on pavement. 'Ihe 
RCC surface is covered or only partially visible, thus the surface does not 
have to be "pretty". In addition, there is not much concern with cracks or 
minor rattling, and the speed of the operation equipment is relatively slow. 
So, the surface tolerance can be relatively loose. 

A clean operation, typical of an intennodal yard, handles material that is 
containerized so there is nothing to get the pavement dirty. However, the 
operating equipment tends to move at a relatively fast speed. 'lhus, the looks 
and perfonnance of the surface are more irrp:>rtant here, and the surface 
tolerance is more critical, than that of a dirty operation. 

RCC is really an asphalt paving operation using a :portland cement bound 
material rather than using an asphalt cement bound material. 'fypically, your 
RCC surfaces have very open texture, and are relatively flat with a slope of 
maybe 1/2-inch in 10 feet. For a dirty operation, you can use any type of 
paving equipment for RCC, but for a clean operation, laydown machines with 
tamping bars should be used. For drainage pw:poses, a mininunn 1 percent slope 
should be used. 

One of the two most irrp:>rtant factors in achieving quality in any kind of 
:portland cement is curing. Unfortunately, most contractors puttiDJ down Rec do 
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not have an appreciation of the need for curing. Consequently, joint surface 
rattling problems arise. 'Ihe U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers is experimenting 
with straight-on curing compounds. '!heir prcx::edure is to continuously and 
thoroughly saturate the RCC for the first 24 hours. After that they apply two 
full strength applications of the curing corrpound. '!his seems to work well in 
keeping a good moist surface that continues to gain strength and durability. 
'!his is being considered as a standard prcx::edure for RCC. 

To achieve the desired perfonnance of RC'C, the density has to be proper. At 
least 96 percent density should be reached. 

RCC is rapidly becoming accept ed as the third major method of paving, competing 
with conventional concrete and with asphalt. It has the potential to become 
the dominant method of paving, since it provides the quality of conventional 
concrete, typically at a lower first cost than asphalt. 

USE OF UNREINFORCED roRI'I.AND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT 

AT THE HJRLINGION NORIHERN SEATTIE INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY 
BY 

W. T. MCCARIHY 
Burlington Northern Railroad Co. 

In December 1984, Burlington Northern Railroad (BN) decided to build a new 
container handling facility at Seattle, Washington. 'Ih.e project was begun in 
response to a growing intennodal market in the Pacific Northwest and the advent 
of new double stack equipment technology. 'Ihe new facility is called the 
"Seattle International Gateway" {SIG; see Figure 1). '!his paper discusses the 
design, constniction and perfonnance of the Portland Cement Concrete Pavement 
used at SIG. 
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FIGURE 1. Seattle International Gateway: new yard capacity and operation 



Until construction of SIG, Seattle had only one intennodal facility 'which was 
BN's South Seattle yard. This complex was constnicted in the early 1970's to 
handle trailer on flat car ('IOFC) business. In the early 1980's the tenninal 
was expanded to handle container on flat car (OJFC) business. The South 
Seattle yard se:rved Port of Seattle container terminals and industrial 
warehouses in the Kent Valley. It is located about 10 miles south of the Port 
and 5 miles north of most warehouses. 

Port of Seattle shippers using South Seattle became concerned over increasing 
rail costs mainly influenced by high drayage costs. In response, a new site 
was found within one mile of the Port of Seattle 'which BN made available for a 
new intermodal yard. Along with yard constl:uction BN acquired. new double stack 
rail cars, state of the art container handling equipment and installed a 
computerized system for routing containers from dock side to destination. 
The new intennodal yard is located on a portion of BN's Stacy Street switching 
yard. 'Ihe yard has direct rail access to BN' s transcontinental and north/south 
mainlines. In addition, the site provides tl:uck access to Interstate Highways 
5 and 90 within one mile of the front gate. 

Preliminary su:rveys showed that the Stacy Street site had the proper dimensions 
to accommodate loading and switching of intennodal trains. The figure shows 
the preliminary track layout and operating plan. Site geometi:y allowed 
constl:uction of trackage for simultaneous loading of two double stack trains or 
the equivalent of 400 container loads. 'Ihe entrance to the site provides 
necessary queuing space for up to 50 trucks. 

In order to meet market demands, BN made plans to complete the new facility as 
SCXJn as possible. Demolition work was scheduled to start in February 1984 and 
construction was to begin in March. Based on an ambitious construction 
schedule, a completion date of July 1, 1985 was established. 'Ihe decision to 
start construction in February was made in spite of winter rains common in the 
Seattle area. Al though the schedule did not account for weather delays, 
construction plans and techniques were designed to minimize such delays. 

Pavement Design 

Geotechnical studies were perfonned included using a Falling Weight 
Deflectometer (FWD) to detennine California Bearing Ratio (CBR) and modulus of 
subgrade reaction (k) values throughout the yard area. Based on these findings 
and loading conditions from the heaviest types of equipment proposed for use, 
thickness and other design considerations were detennined for asphalt and 
concrete pavements. Finally, subgrade preparation required prior to placement 
of the pavement structure was recommended. 

Surficial soils across the site were generally weak, consisting of loose 
mixtures of gravel, fine sands and local areas of wood chips. Underlying the 
surficial soils was fine, clean sand. 'Ihe water table was found at an average 
depth of five feet below natural ground. Areas 'where the weakest soils might 
lead to problems during construction were identified so that plans could be 
made to prevent related delays. 
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A portable FWD mounted on a trailer was used. to collect data on subgrade 
strengths at 180 points across the site. Based on this data and a statistical 
analysis of CBR and k-values, the geotechnical consultant developed design 
parameters for CBR = 5 and fork= 100 pounds per cubic inch (pci). '!he design 
CBR value was taken as the 90th percentile value and the k-value as the mean 
value. 'Ihese design values were used to develop pavement and base course 
thicknesses for each alternative. 

For design purposes it was assumed that loaded overllead lift devices would 
operate on paved runways along each pair of loading tracks. It was further 
assumed that a loaded side lift device and tractor-trailer combinations would 
operate anywhere within the facility, but most movement would be concentrated 
near the loading tracks. Wheel loads for fully loaded conditions on lx>th the 
gantry crane and the piggy packer are about 80,000 pounds, with tire pressures 
of about 90 pounds per square inch (psi) • It was assumed that truck-trailer 
combinations have two tandem axles of 34,000 pounds each and a single steering 
axle of 12,000 pounds. 

'Ihe gantry crane was assumed to be the design vehicle for the runways, the 
piggy packer for the yard proper and trucks for the facility entrance. loading 
conditions for the gantry crane were assumed to be lCM volume, channelized, and 
for the piggy packer lCM volume, uncbannelized. For design of the truck lane 
at the facility entrance, an average daily traffic (ADI') of 175 fully loaded 
trucks per day was assumed. A durable !CM-maintenance pavement with a 20-year 
design life was desired. 

Design recommendations were provided for asphalt concrete (AC), Portland Cement 
Concrete (FCC) and Roller Compacted Concrete (RCC) pavements. A number of 
alternative pavement sections for each paving material and loading case, were 
presented, as shc:Mn in Table 1. Al temati ves for AC pavement are shc:Mn as 
infonnation only since this paper is limited to discussion of rigid pavements. 

TABIB 1. PAVEMENT SECTIONS 

Rigid Pavements AC Pavements 

Alternative Crane Ways Yard Areas Yard Areas Entrance 

19-in. PCC 17-in. PCC 4-in . AC 8-in. AC 
12-in. GB 12-in. GB 10-in . CRB 12-in. GB 

30-in . GSB 

2 19-in . RCC 17-in. RCC 7-in . AC 
12-in . GB 12-in GB 8-in . CRB 

20-in . GSB 

3 14-in . PCC 12.5-in .PCC 10-in. AC 
10-in . CTB 10-in CTB 6-in . CRB 

10-in . GSB 

Note : PCC = Portland Cement Concrete, RCC = Roller Compacted Concrete, 
AC = Asphalt Concrete, GB = Gravel Base, CTB = Cement Treated Base, 
CRB = Crushed Rock Base, GSB = Gravel Subbase 



A 12-inch thick Granular Base (GB) was recommended for use under rigid 
pavements in Alternatives 1 and 2. Use of a 12-inch GB in lieu of placing a 
rigid pavement directly on the subgrade, allows an increase in the design 
k-value resulting in a thinner rigid pavement section. In addition, the base 
will minimize pumping and rocking of the slabs and provide a more stable 
construction surface in the event of wet weather. In general, the granular 
base was recommended because it would result in lower maintenance of the 
pavement section throughout its design life. 

A 10-inch thick Cement Treated Base (CTB) under rigid pavements was included in 
Alternative 3. CTB allows the maximum reduction in pavement thickness. In 
addition, it provides unifonn, strong support to the rigid pavement and 
prevents subgrade from pumping and slab rocking. '!he process for placing em 
is not unlike that used for a granular base except cement must be mixed with 
subgrade materials prior to compaction. A danger in using CI'B is the 
possibility of reflective cracking into the rigid pavement caused by 
inconsistencies in the em. After reviewing this alternative, CrB was ruled 
out for economic reasons. 

Besides alternative pavement designs, references to appropriate material and 
construction specifications along with recommendations for subgrade preparation 
and treatment of contraction and construction joints were provided. It was 
recommended that all joints not be more than 25 feet on center. Expansion 
joints were not necessacy except at fixed structures such as buildings and 
light standards where 3/4 to 1-1/2 inch wide expansion joints were reconunended. 

rue to concerns about wet weather, proof rolling the existing subgrade was 
recommended. The proof rolling would identify areas exhibiting pumping or 
heaving which could not be compacted. Subgrade materials in these areas could 
either be removed and replaced with sand and gravel fill or allowed to dry out 
before rolling. This would insure against failure of the subgrade between the 
placement of gravel base and construction of the pavement even during 
significant wet spells. 

From the proposed alternatives, it was decided to use AC pavement only in the 
entry way, on parking lots and over the four loading tracks. 'Ihe use of cement 
treated base was ruled out as not cost effective. Asphalt concrete pavement 
could not be used in yard areas since trailer dolly wheels and stacked 
containers would fail the pavement. 

It was not known if roller compacted concrete pavement would prove more 
economical than PCC pavement in yard areas and for crane ways. Design was 
provided for both and included as alternate bid items in the contract 
documents. Even though specifications for RCC were strict, concern was 
expressed that such pavements are relatively new and, as such, somewhat risky 
to construct. Inspection of several RCC pavements throughout the Pacific 
Northwest and Canada shc:Med that construction methods and equipment were still 
experimental and that service life is unknown. 

A pavement section suitable to both PCC and RCC construction was selected. 
cross sections of the pavement design loadings by equipment type and by width 
of the pavement are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Pavement depth in the yard is 
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17 inches of concrete over a 12-inch gravel base. '!he concrete depth was 
increased to 19 inches for overhead crane runways and to 24 inches at the edges 
of concrete slabs. 

48' 24' 35' 96' 35' 36' 

Light packer Light packer Heavy packer 
and and loading 

truck loading truck loading 
~ 38' 1 ' 

J Gantry [ Gantry 
crane crane 

runways 
Container storage 

runways 

············ ······················· ········· 

FIGURE 2. Cross section showing design loadings (not to scale). 

Width 48' 

Depth 
17" 

25' 

19" 

1· 

48' 

'I' 
48' ·[+- 10· ., •. 

12' 

17" 17" 19" 24" AC 24" 
to Over 
19" Tracks 

b::: ................. 6 ....... :::::::::~~!!::::::: ... ... .. 5: ................. :::::::: ................... :fji ........ ::; ;;]ffltfflt~bd~ 
"Base Rock & 
" proof rolled subgrade 
der PCC pavement (typ .) 

FIGURE 3. Cross section through width of PCC pavement (not to scale). 



Although pavement sections are identical, it should be noted that PCC pavement 
could have been made thinner in some places. FCC pavement has the advantage of 
being placed as a fluid and can allow abrupt changes in pavement depths. RCC 
has a disadvantage being placed using conventional asphalt paving equipment 
since it cannot attain corrpaction requirements behind the paving train with 
abrupt changes in pavement depth. 

Pavement Construction 

A general construction contract was awarded on March 7, 1985 for the PCC 
pavement alternative. The low bid for RCC pavement was below that of PCC, but 
not enough in BN's opinion to warrant risking acceptance of RCC. 

'Ihe contractor moved survey crews onto the site and inunediately started 
planning sto:an drain construction. Installation of the 3.25 miles of storm 
drain was an important factor in completing the project. Not only did gradi ng 
and paving operations hinge on storm drain completion, runoff from winter rains 
had to be removed from the site as quickly as possible. 

In conjunction with stonn drainage, the contractor began regrading the site and 
pr(X)f rolling the subgrade. Specifications called for pr(X)f rolling both 
disturbed and undisturbed subgrade materials to a minimum compaction of 98% of 
maximum density at a depth of 12 inches as measured by the modified proctor 
AS'IM D 1557-70 method C. All subgrade materials which did not meet this 
compaction requirement were either removed or tilled and allowed to dcy, before 
being recompacted. 

Plans called for a 12-inch thick gravel base course under all FCC pavements. 
'Ihe base course was compacted to 98% of maximum density as measured by the 
above proctor method. Base course arrl AC pavements were constructed in 
accordance with a 1984 Standard Specification for "Road Bridge and Municipal 
Construction", Public Works Association, Washington Chapter. 

A minimum concrete compressive strength of 4, 000 pounds per square inch at the 
end of 28 days of curing was required. Following is the approved concrete mix 
design with volumes shown per cubic yard of concrete produced: 

Cement (Type II) 
Fine Aggregate 
COUrse Aggregate 
Total Water 
Admixtures: 

460 lbs. 
1,560 lbs. 
1,980 lbs. 
25. 0 Gal. 

Water Retention Agent 
Air Entrainment Agent 

FCC pavement was constructed in accordance with "Standard Specifications for 
Municipal Public Works Construction", 1975 edition, by Washington Public Works 
Association as amended by "City of Seattle SUpplement to Standard 
Specifications for Municipal Public Works Construction" dated 1976. 

Contraction joints were spaced 25 feet on center. Transverse contraction 
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joints within 100 feet of a free edge of the pavement were doweled with smooth 
steel dowels 1-3/4 inches in diameter by 22 inches long spaced 18 inches on 
center. All other contraction joints were saw cut 1/4-inches wide while the 
concrete was still green and later routed to 3/4-inch widths. These joints 
were filled with a backer rod and cold applied joint sealant. An AASHO 
premolded joint filler type M213 was placed between the pavement and adjacent 
structures such as light tower fourrlations and drainage structures. All 
construction joints were keyed using a tapered 4-inch by 2-inch nominal key 
way. 

D.rring construction a great deal of emphasis was placed on quality control. A 
total of 670 compaction tests were taken on the subgrade and gravel base. 
D.rring paving operations, 586 concrete cylinders were tested. The testing 
required the full time services of a man from a testing laborato:ry. 

Figures 4-6 show the on-site batch plant, the smoothing of the pavement at the 
SIG yam and the operational truck entrance. 

FIGURE 4. On-site batch plant 



--
FIGURE 5. Smoothing pavement in SIG Yard 

FIGURE 6. Operational truck entrance 

Pavement Perfonnance 

An inspection of the SIG facility was made in June 1988. At the time of this 
inspection it is estimated the total rn.nllber of containers handled since its 
opening was 540,000. This inspection found no apparent problems with the 
pavement. '!here is no undesired cracking, surface spalls, joint degradation or 
other signs of deterioration. 
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COUBIE-STACK CONTAINER TRAINS 
FOI'ENTIAL FOR AGRICUL'IURAL EXEORI'S 

BY 
C. J. NICHOLAS 

U. s. Departm:mt of Agriculture 

Double-stacking containers on specially designed flatcars has produced. great 
changes to intermodalism in this country. 'Ibis development is comparable to 
the introduction of containers by McLean Trucking in 1956. Increased use of 
intermodal transportation and domestic containerization for the U.S. shipper 
may become more pronounced with double-stack service. The rapid emergence of 
double-stack service and the opportunity for more efficient domestic moves 
provides the shipper with unique rate opportunities and expedited service that 
is more competitive with motor carrier service. This is not to say that 
double-stack service is more advantageous in all instances. However, it is a 
new technology with the potential to serve shippers better. 

The integration of double-stack container services with railroad line-haul hub 
centers and port load centers is a major development in the evolution of U.S. 
intermodalism. Since April 1984, when the first dedicated rail service was 
inaugurated between IDs Angeles and Chicago and featured the first non-railroad 
owned double-stack container trains, this service has flourished. Today, there 
are 104 double-stack trains in operation leaving the West Coast each week. In 

·2 APL 

NOTE: REFLECTS UNIT TRAINS AND LARGE BLOCKS RANGING IN SIZE FROM 50 10 OVER 300 UNITS (FEU). 

SOURCE: TEMPLE, BARKER & SLOANE, INC. 

APL, s-L EVERGREEN 
MAERSK, "K" LINE, 

OOCLIESI, NYK. 
HANJIN, CR, Y-S 

FIGURE 1. Major double-stack services, January 1988 (departures per week, 
eastbound). 



July 1987, there were 54 trains in operation. Two more trains will begin 
weekly service August 1st. Figure 1 shows the routes of stack trains as of 
January 1988. 

The challenge of the double-stack railcar can be divided into two broad 
categories: operational and economic. In the operational area, the articulated 
double-stack flatcar is designed with five platfonns, each capable of handling 
two 40-foot containers. A typical train consists of 20 cars with total 
capacity of 200 containers. The biggest operational problem with stacking 
containers two high is that tunnels and bridges, under which the trains must 
pass, are often too low. For this reason, drop-frame or deep-well flatcars, 
sbnilar in design to those used by trucks in hauling heavy equipment, are 
employed. 

Also, double-stack service has mandated greatly expanded tenninals with bigger, 
faster, and stronger port cranes. These cranes can lift 20 to 30 forty-ton 
containers each hour and have outreaches of 145 feet to accornmod.ate the larger 
Panarnax-sized ships. This intennc:rlal interface is requiring efficient tenninal 
configuration with the means to maximize intennodal transfers with minmal cost 
and disruption. 

In the area of economics, the challenge of double-stack service lies prmarily 
in the cost field. Experience has shown that double-stack carriage operations 
can offer savings in the 20-40 percent range when compared with TOFC/COFC. A 
study prepared for the AAR and Trailer Train estmates that double-stacking 
containers reduces crew costs by 50 percent, fuel costs by 35 percent, 
maintenance by 35 percent, and miscellaneous cost by 28 percent. 

In addition to cost savings, double-stack trains offer faster transit times 
which can be translated into inventory-in-transit finance savings for 
shippers. Also, improved equipment utilization rates reduce operating costs 
for carriers. For instance, double-stack trains regularly travel from Seattle 
to Chicago in 60 hours. 

An incidental cost savings, especially for the agricultural shipper, is the 
iroproved cargo damage protection inherent in double-stack trains. The minimal 
vertical vibration and the lateral stability, which is a unique feature of the 
articulated double-stack flatcar, reduces in-transit damage. 

The potential benefits for the agricultural shipper is the service's capacity 
to efficiently move containers. Double-stack service provides better use of 
railcar space, iroproved cargo damage protection, and expedited movements. 

The promise that double-stack service offers agriculture is the increased 
number of containers moved per train which permit a significant lowering of 
unit costs. The economies of scale provide the agricultural shipper with 
increased speed and efficiency in handling containers at ports and hub centers, 
and expedited movements to inland destinations. 

Although the prospects for agriculture are many, double-stack service still has 
problems in moving perishables. '!be first of these obstacles is weight. The 
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weight of a refrigerated marine container with a self-contained motor generator 
is between 12-15,000 pounds versus 6,000 pounds for a dry freight container. 

This poses a problem for the shipper because it severely lbnits the size of a 
payload which can be loaded into a refrigerated container. With a 100,000 
pound weight lilllitation per flatcar, two fully-loaded containers often exceed 
these lbnits. 

Another problem which agriculture has with double-stack refrigerated se:rvice 
pertains to the power for the reefer units during transit. Originally, the 
system was designed to provide power for refrigerated containers on the 
five-platfo:rm double-stack railcar from a centralized source. However, this 
aggravated the already existing weight problem for the double-stack carrier. 

Recently, a self-contained refrigeration unit, equipped with its own generator, 
was developed and currently is being tested with the hope of solving this 
problem. These refrigerated containers can be loaded in any position on a 
stack train and can be readily transferred to a truck or a conventional flatcar 
as required. These self-contained units have 70-gallon tanks to carry 
sufficient fuel for the Seattle-to-Chicago run. (Fuel is expended at the rate 
of 1 gallon per hour, travel time is about 60 hours for this run). Containers 
are refueled at Chicago and proceed to New York. 

Finally, double-stack se:rvice is directly depend.ent on a sufficient volume of 
cargo moving. The question is whether the volume exists for agricultural 
products to move domestically on their own double-stack trains. Double-stack 
se:rvice is best suited for handling time-sensitive cargo on very high volume 
corridors. There are many intennodal flav.,s that cannot support volumes large 
enough for double-stack unit trains. It has been cited often that a shipping 
corridor must have at least 50,000 loads per year in the head-haul direction to 
support a regular or continuous double-stack operation. Three thousand 
container-equivalent loads of fresh fruit and vegetables moved from california 
to New York City in 1987. 

In sunnnacy, inland transportation of international marine containers on 
double-stack unit trains has been a successful concept and has produced a 
significant ilnpact on rail freight transportation in the United States. Stack 
trains are, in many instances, more cost efficient in comparison to 
conventional 'IOFC/COFC intennodal trains. 

The stack trains advantages are many and include the damage free ride and the 
excellent condition of cormnodities transported. Additional advantages include 
a dedicated unit train operation, articulated flatcars and their cost 
efficiencies. Finally, the scheduling and speed with which stack train service 
is operated increases significantly the utilization rate of both equipment and 
rot-ling stock. 

Although there have been problems in the transport of agriculture perishables 
on double-stack trains, both carriers and manufacturers have been working to 
develop equipment which will overcome these problems. 'As the need and demand 
for the service increases among agricultural shippers, solutions to these 



problems will hopefully be found. 

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE SHIPPJNG ACT OF 1984: 
A CASE S'IUDY OF PACIFIC NORIHWFST AGRICUL'IURE 

BY 
KENNEIH L. CASAWNr 

WESIEY W. WII.SON 
Washington State University 

The paper will identify some agricultural exporters in the Pacific Northwests 
perceptions of t.he Shipping Act of 1984. A review of t.he specific provisions 
in the Act, an examination of the perceptions of shippers towards t.he Act, and 
identification of some impacts of the Act on agricultural shippers will be 
discussed. 

Shipping Act of 1984 Provisions 

1. Conference Stnicture 

The Act made little basic change int.he conference structure. 

'!he Federal Maritime Commission, (FMC) lost the aut.hority to approve 
or disapprove carrier agreements, which, from t.he carrier viewpoint, 
made things happen faster and with more certainty. Agreements still 
had to be filed with t.he FMC. 

The court system became the arena for the evaluation or contesting of 
agreements. 

Rate agreements were streamlined to 45 days, which was important in 
tenns of efficiency and market conditions. 

Conferences were to remain open. 

2. Mandatozy Right to Independent Action 

Individual carriers could depart from rates collusively set by 
conferences. This introduced both rate uncertainty and rate 
flexibility. 

From a shipper point of view, the Act allowed for better response to 
market conditions for shipments of perishable agricultural products. 

Full market information was no longer available to all the 
participants in the market. 

3. Service Contracts 

Service contracts are quantity and rate agreements. For a given 
rate, the shipper gets a specific service. Or, the shipper gives a 
specific quantity and then gets a lower rate. 
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'!here has to be public disclosure of the essential terms. 

'lhe option to offer contracts can be eliminated by a conference. 

Most favored shipper clauses ensured that no shipper has a better 
rate from a carrier. Also, SEnVice contracts have "crazy F.ddie" 
clauses which says that if a shipper can find anyone to offer a lower 
rate, then the carrier has to match it. 

Contracts specify a legal minimum voltnne. 

4. Shipper Associations 

'Ihese strengthen the bargaining position of small shippers. 

Associations are nonprofit organizations, but are not exempt from 
antitrust laws. But, they can apply for a Business Review letter 
from the Deparbnent of Justice. 

Finding of 1988 Shipoor sw:vey 

'!he shipper sw:vey was partially funded by the Office of Transportation of the 
U. s. Deparbnent of Agriculture. A mail questionnaire was sent to 17 4 
agricultural firms in the Pacific Northwest, and 50 responses were received 
from major agricultural exporting fi:rms. 'lhe responses include about 90% of 
the apple volume e>4X>rted, 70% of the frozen potatoes and over 50% of the 
onions that are expected. 'Iherefore this response reflects some of the 
attitudes of the major firms dealing in those commodities. 

'!he respondents also included shippers of hay, llll!lber, onions, apples and 
frozen products. 'lhese commodities range from the extremely bulky to ver:y high 
value. '!he average length of ti.me in business by the responding finns was 36 
years, and the average time in exporting was 21. 5 years. Of the products 
shipped by these finns, 53% was into the export market. It is evident, then, 
the respondents include people who are knowledgeable in the exporting area and 
whose businesses depend on exporting. 

Following is a discussion of the sw:vey questions and responses: 

1. Impact on Rates 

Did the Act result in increased rates? 

Yes-26 finns No-14 firms 
65% 35% 

Did these increased rates cause a loss of sales? 

Yes-24 finns No-12 fi:rms 
67% 33% 



Did the increased rates cause a loss of international markets? 

Yes-11 firms No-14 firms 
44% 56% 

Did the Act increase the volatility of shipping rates? 

Yes-32 firms No-9 firms 
78% 22% 

This response would be expected due to the availability of 
independent action. 

Did the increased volatility in rates cause a loss of sales? 

Yes-23 firms No-11 firms 
68% 32% 

Did the increased volatility in rates cause a loss of markets? 

Yes-10 firms No-13 firms 

2. Shipper Desires 

a. Conferences 

43% 57% 

Do you desire open conferences? 

Yes-38 firms No-1 finn 
97% 3% 

Should the conference system be eliminated? 

Yes-22 firms No-16 firms 
58% 42% 

Would the elimination of conferences lower rates? 

Yes-25 firms No-2 finns 
93% 7% 

b. Mandatory Right t o Independent Action 

Have you utilized independent action rates? 

Yes-27 firms No-12 firms 
70% 30% 

This response was a sw:prise in that many of the respondents are 
small agricultural shippers. 
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lb you want to retain mandatory independent action? 

Yes-37 finns No-9 finn.s 
80% 20% 

lb you want a shorter notice period, 10 days or less? 

Yes-29 finns No-13 finn.s 
69% 31% 

'Ihe idea from the shippers point of view is that if they can 
immediately introduce independent action, then they have a better 
negotiating position with the carrier as the sailing date draws 
closer. 

c. Sei:vice Contracts 

lb you want mandatory independent action on sei:vice contracts? 

Yes-40 finns No-6 finn.s 
87% 13% 

Should essential tenns of sei:vice contracts be published? 

Yes-26 finns No-18 firms 
59% 41% 

We found that some of the companies that had been successful in 
negotiating sei:vice contracts did not want the essential tenns 
published, as they were afraid that the competition might learn from 
their activities. 

Preliminary Conclusions About the Act 

'Ihe Act may be working well in balancing the concerns of carriers as 
they compete in international markets, but there are concerns from 
the viewpoint of the agricultural shipper. 

'Ihe I,XJWer of the Federal Maritime Commission has been decreased, 
which probably is better for the carriers. Shipper interests have 
increased due to provisions for sei:vice contracts, independent action 
and shippers associations. 

Significant impacts on agricultural shipments have occurred due to 
higher rates. 

Shippers maintain that rate levels and volatility and container 
availability problems have increased, causing some loss of sales and 
markets. 

Shippers want open conferences, if conferences are to be retained. 



Shippers desire mandatory independent action with a short notice 
period. 

The new provisions of the Shipping Act have made the conference 
stnicture fairly workable. No urgent request exists on the part of 
agriculture to abandon the Act, but shippers desire to modify some 
provisions pertaining to service contracts and independent action. 

Introduction 

crMPETITIVE Rall'INGS 
VIA MINIBRir:x;E AND 'lHE PANAMA CANAL 

BY 
Il..?\.VID V. GRIER, HOWARD E. OISON, 
LIDYD G. ANTIE, L. IEIGH SKAGGS 

U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers 
Institute for Water Resources 

Imports of foreign goods into the United States experienced tremendous growth 
during the 1980's as rapidly increasing domestic consumption, coupled with the 
soaring value of the U.S. dollar abroad, drove import demand to record highs. 
The growth in containerized imports from the Pacific Rim nations of East and 
Southeast Asia was particularly dramatic with the volume more than doubling 
from 1.3 million TEUs (Twenty-Foot F.quivalent Unit containers) in 1982 to 
nearly 2.8 million TEUs by the end of 1987. 

Traditionally, such imports moved by all-water routes to a port nearest to the 
final U.S destination, since maximizing the water leg generally provided the 
lowest cost transportation option. In recent years this pattern has changed 
dramatically. Today, ilrports from the Far East to destinations on or near the 
U.S. East or Gulf coasts can continue to use the all-water route, transiting 
the Panama canal, or alternatively these imports can be unloaded at West Coast 
ports and shipped by rail "minibridge" across the country to points of 
destination. Conversely, imports from Europe to the West Coast of the United 
States can transit the canal westbourrl, or these imports can be unloaded at a 
U. s. Atlantic port and be shipped overland by rail. 

West Coast Port Container Traffic 

The growth in containerized import traffic has been distributed unequally among 
U.S. ports. The rapid growth in traffic from the Asian Pacific Rim nations to 
the United States has been felt most at West Coast ports, which have benefitted 
from both a growing hinterland market and the use of rail minibridge to reach 
interior and East Coast markets. U.S. Pacific ports increased their share of 
the nation's container trade from 31 to 44 percent between 1981 and 1986. This 
increase has been almost entirely at the expense of ports on the Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts. However, among the West Coast ports themselves, growth has also 
been unequal. The ports of IDs Angeles and long Beach have experienced the 
greatest increase in total container throughput (import and export, foreign and 
domestic), growing at an annual rate of nearly 20 percent from just over 1 
million TE'Us in 1981 to over 3 million TEUs in 1987. Figure 1 indicates the 
growth in West Coast container traffic. 
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FIGURE 1. Growth in container traffic at West Coast 
IX,>rts, 1981-1987 

'Ihe IX,>rts of Seattle and Tacoma experienced modest growth to 1984, but then 
containerized traffic began to increase significantly. Volmne nearly doubled 
between 1984 and 1987, increasing from 926 thousand TEUs to over 1.7 million. 
'Ihis rapid grc:Mth in container throughput at Pacific Northwest IX,>rts coincides 
with the introduction of dedicated double-stack rail service from the West 
Coast to Chicago and the location of added terminal facilities at these IX,>rts. 
Container throughput at Bay Area IX,>rts (oakland, San Francisco) has grown also, 
but much more slowly than the other West Coast IX,>rt regions for a variety of 
reasons. Volmne increased from around 700 thousand TEUs in 1981 to a little 
less than 1.1 million TEUs in 1987, corresIX,>nding to an annual growth rate of 7 
percent. Growth in container traffic in the Bay Area has been constrained by 
low tunnel clearances in the region which limited the height of double-stack 
trains and by ocean carrier decisions to "load center," concentrating their 
IX,>rt operations at fewer locations and thus limiting their number of IX,>rt 
calls. 

Growth of Minibridge Traffic 

An analysis of Census Bureau foreign trade data by the Port of oakland 
estimated containerized bnports to the U.S. Fast Coast based on liner traffic 
statistics. Assumptions were made that liner traffic is generally 
containerized and that liner imports to the U.S. F.ast Coast that were unloaded 
at a West Coast IX,>rt moved across the countcy by rail "minibridge". 'Ihe study 
found that minibridge rail traffic in Far Fast containerized imports bound for 
the U.S. F.ast and Gulf coast areas has been growing nearly every year since 
1978. Minibridge volmne is estimated to have grown from less than 1.1 million 
tons in 1978 to 1. 7 million tons by 1983 (an annual rate of 9 percent). 'Ihe 
rate of grc:Mth then increased to over 15 percent annually, and the volmne of 
traffic reached 3.0 million tons in 1987. Total West Coast liner imports from 
the Far F.ast have grown at an even faster rate since 1983, increasing from 7.3 
to 13.7 million tons in 1987. 



Meanwhile, Asian Pacific RiID liner traffic destined for the East and Gulf 
coasts of the United States by the all-water route via the Panama canal 
fluctuated over the early part of the period from 1978 to 1983, but increased 
thereafter from 4.1 to 5.6 million tons in 1987. 

Therefore, the data indicates that while the minibridge rail traffic in Far 
Fast imports bound for the U.S. F.ast and Gulf coasts has been increasing, so 
generally has traffic through the Panama canal, albeit at a slower rate. 
Minibridge has nonetheless captured a slowly increasing share of the F.ast Coast 
market, growing from 29.7 percent in 1983 to 34.8 percent in 1987 (for an 
annual growth rate of 4. O percent) • 

Panana canal Traffic 

Total traffic moving through the Panama canal has begun to rebound after 
dropping significantly in 1983 with the opening of a $300 million oil pipeline 
across the isthmus. canal traffic fell to 11,707 vessel transits in 1983 from 
14,009 a year earlier. Traffic recovered to 12,230 ships in 1987, and data for 
the first five months of 1988 irrlicate continued growth. Traffic using the 
canal is increasingly bulk crnmnodities, especially grain and coal from the U.S. 
Fast and Gulf coasts to the Far F.ast, some crude petroleum eastbound, and 
automobiles being shipped to the U.S. East and West coasts. Containership 
tonnage, however, has continued to grow throughout the 1980's, and container 
movements to or from the U. s. dominate container tonnage through the canal, 
accounting for over 70 percent. 

Attraction of Minibridge 

'Ihe economics driving this increase in minibridge rail traffic are based on the 
savings associated with the use of double-stack container unit trains in 
dedicated scheduled service between West Coast ports and points in the Midwest 
and the East. A double-stack container train can carry more than twice the 
cargo volume of a conventional piggyback service and do so with only a marginal 
increase in locomotive power and virtually no increase in labor. 

The potential efficiencies of double-stacks for both railroads and ocean 
carriers has led to a rapid increase in the rn.nnber and routes of double-stack 
unit or mixed trains departing West Coast ports every week for interior and 
East Coast destinations. The number and destinations of stack trains has 
proliferated dramatically over the last two years, growing from 22 per week in 
February 1986 to at least 76 by Januai:y 1988. 

The services are operated by both the railroads on their own lines (such as 
Burlington Northern, Sante Fe, CSX), and by ocean carriers or intennodal 
subsidiaries using their own or leased equipment and railroad supplied headend 
power (such as APL, Sea-I.and, and many others). IDs Angeles and IDng Beach 
have claimed the lion's share of these double-stack departures with over 45 per 
week, compared to 29 in the Pacific Northwest and only 2 per week from the Bay 
Area. 
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West Coast Port Competition 

The rapid growth in double-stacks has opened up virtually the entire U.S. 
market east of the Rockies to West Coast ports. Each of the rnaj or port areas 
has a natural hinterland generally sei:ved by truck, and ilTlported containers to 
these areas will usually move via one of the local ports. The size of this 
local market is one reason many trans-Pacific carriers make I..os Angeles/long 
Beach their first port of call. 'Ihe use of double-stack trains, however, has 
opened a secondary market in the interior and eastern United States which can 
be considered discretionary since it can be seI:Ved nearly equally efficiently 
from any of the West Coast port areas. Consequently, fierce competition has 
developed among West Coast ports to capture as large a percentage of this 
discretionary traffic as possible. 

The port region of I..os Angeles/long Beach has done well in this contest because 
of the size of its "local" market, which consumes about 55 percent of incoming 
container traffic. The remaining 45 percent generally moves by rail to markets 
in the interior and eastern parts of the country. By contrast, the Pacific 
Northwest has a much smaller local market and about 70-75 percent of the 
containerized ilTlports in this area move eastward into the discretionary market 
area. One advantage of the Pacific Northwest ports is the shorter steaming 
time across the Pacific to Japan and Korea, making this region attractive for 
picking up containers for the return trip to the orient. 

Beyond Panarnax 

Further evidence of the ilTlportance that minibridge rail traffic has gained is 
the development of the "Beyond Panamax" containership. Farly containerships 
were modified general cargo ships with a beam of about 76-90 feet. "Panamax" 
size vessels followed with a beam of about 105 feet, which was the largest 
practical vessel beam which would still pe:rmit transit of the canal. This year 
American President Line is taking the delivecy of five new "C-10" ships with a 
beam of 129 feet, making them the first containerships too wide to transit the 
Panama canal. APL has corrnnitted to a strategy of relying on rail minibridge to 
move Far East ilTlports from West Coast ports to markets in the East. 

Conclusions 

The use of rail minibridge offers certain advantages which have attracted 
significant amounts of cargo that would have otherwise moved entirely by water 
between the Far East and the U. s. East Coast via the Panama canal. Minibridge 
offers considerable savings in time of 10 to 15 days between Far East ports and 
New York, and these savings in time can also translate into savings in cost, 
depending on the type of cargo and its destination. 

A number of factors will affect the future of container traffic moving both by 
minibridge rail and via the Panama canal. 'Ihe weakened U. s. dollar has begun 
to dampen ilTlport demand and strengthen exports. East Coast ports are improving 
container handling facilities and reducing costs to carriers and shippers in an 
effort to retain traffic. These ports are also looking at ways to encourage 
more westbound double-stacks for cargo arriving via the Atlantic. success of 
such marketing efforts could make further inroads into container traffic that 



would have moved through the canal. Shifting production areas in Asia may also 
have an ilnpact in the future as manufacturers look for cheaper labor in 
southeastern and southern Asia. Changes in production areas could lead to a 
shift in favor of U.S. F.ast Coast ports (a container from Singapore to New York 
takes 23 days all-water via Suez arrl 30 days via a West Coast port arrl rail 
minibridge) • CUrrently, however, the volmne of containerized traffic passing 
through the canal has continued to grcM. It is apparent that competition among 
ports for containerized cargo will be increasingly fierce in the future, and 
the ultimate role of the Panama Canal in this trade remains dynamic. 

Future Research 

Further analysis of transportation costs could provide an indication of the 
sensitivity of alternative routings for containers, including the Asia to U.S. 
East Coast routing via the Panama Canal arrl via minibridge through West Coast 
ports. A series of cost curves can be developed based on a variety of 
assumptions regarding the degree of utilization of container ships, the 
provision of backhaul for the double-stack rail movement, various port costs 
arrl inventocy costs for different valued commodities. These curves should help 
ascertain the level of sensitivity of routings for various commodities and 
foreign areas. 

A recent paper by John L. Eyre, published in International Trade and 
Transport, April 1988, indicated a cost of 0.3 cents per ton-mile to operate a 
new 4,200 twenty-foot equivalent EcnN container vessel, which compares to the 
cost of 0.5 cents for the 3,000 TEU containership, 1.0 cents for the 1,800 TEU 
containership and 4. O cents for the coiwentional freighter. For rail, the 
double-stack express train costs 2.0 to 4.0 cents per ton-mile to operate 
corrpared to 4.0 to 15.0 cents or an average of 8.0 cents per ton-mile for 
conventional rail. For trucks, the jumbo super twin costs 3. o to 6. o cents per 
ton-mile to operate which is about 1/2 of that of a coiwentional long-haul 
truck movement. 

NAVIGATION ON 'IHE 
(l)llJMBIA-SNAKE RIVER SYSTEM 

BY 
Pfl3GY BIRD 

Pacific Northwest Watel:ways Association 

'!he Pacific Northwest Watel:ways Association (FNWA) is a 54-year old non-profit 
organization. The Association represents the interests of a broad base of 
:members who are committed to the ecx:momic development of the region through the 
appropriate use of the region's natural resources. The association was formed 
by a group of fann interests arrl ports on the Coltnnbia River. They wanted the 
plans for the Bonneville Dam that was about to be built to include a lock that 
would allow passage of grain barges. 

f'NWA's :members include finns, organizations arrl public bodies in the states of 
Oregon, Idaho arrl Washington. Members range from ports to engineering finns, 
public and private utilities to grain grc;Mers, financial institutions to river 
pilots. '!hey come from the Puget Sound, the coasts of Oregon and Washington, 
the dcylarrl areas east of the cascade Mountains, the major metropolitan areas 
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of Boise, Portland, and Seattle, and the Columbia River corridor. 

'Ihe Columbia begins in the canadian Rockies, 1,200 miles from the Pacific. It 
drains 219,000 square miles of the U.S. 'Ihe navigation system consists of 365 
miles of shallow draft waterway from Portland, Oregon;vancotwer, Washington 
upstream to Lewiston, Idaho (rnaki.n;J Idaho a seaport state). 'Ihe shallow draft 
system includes 139 miles of the Snake River. 'Ihe deep draft portion, from the 
sea to Portland/Vancouver, is 100 miles. 

'Ihe Columbia drops 2,650 feet from its headwaters to the Pacific. 'Ihe river 
generates one-third of the entire hydro capacity of the United States. The 
river's volmne is second. only to the Missouri/Mississippi system. 

'Ihe river was developed by the Federal govennnent as a multiple use 
system--navigation, energy generation, flood control, irrigation, recreation, 
fish. At the height of development in the late 1950's and early 1960's, 10% of 
the national public works budget was being spent on the Columbia. 

Throughout the entire drainage basin of the Columbia-Snake in the U.S. , there 
are 102 dams built and maintained by the Bureau of Reclamation, the Corps of 
Engineers, private and public utilities and. irrigation districts. On the 
navigation system, the dams are all owned and. operated by the Corps of 
Engineers. 

:curing the 1850's the gold rush spurred a steamboat boom. Steamboats brought 
grain to ocean going ships that sailed into the lower Columbia. A major 
bottleneck was the cascade Falls rapids where all freight was portaged by rail 
around. the falls. 'Ihe first major navigation project on the Columbia was the 
cascade lock and canal, built by the Corps of Engineers. It was completed in 
1888 and. cost $3.8 million. 

As the cascade Lock and canal was completed, plans began for eliminating the 
last barrier to navigation to the interior of Oregon and. Washington--celilo 
Falls. With support from the region and the Corps, Congress approved the 
Dalles-celilo canal in 1905 and the canal was completed in 1915. 

In 1913, new work at the mouth of the Columbia brought a depth of 36 feet over 
the entrance. In 1918, a navigation channel 30 feet deep and. 300 feet wide 
from Portland. to the sea was completed. By 1926, oceangoing cargo using the 
system had more than tripled. But larger vessels calling the lower Columbia 
meant that further improvements were needed. In 1933, the channel was deepened 
by five feet and widened by 200 feet. 'Ihe bar was deepened in 1957 to allow 
ships to fully use the deeper channel. 

In the 1930's, the Federal goverrnnent began a program of dam building. The 
need for navigation, substantial hydro potential, the need for flood control 
and. the national program to create work to offset the Great Depression all 
coincided to produce the drive to constrnct the series of dams that now control 
the river. 

Bonneville, the first major Federal dam on the river, was constrncted to create 
power as well as a slack.water pool that would reach 48 miles upriver to the 



Dalles. But it was clear that the Snake River could not be navigated with 
larger loads and deeper draft craft. 

Again, the ports, the Corps and business worked together through the Inland 
Waterways Association (mwA's predecessor organization) to extend navigation. 
'!hose efforts resulted in passage of the "River and Harbor Act of 1945" 
authorizing McNary Dam on the Columbia and four darns on the Snake: Ice Harbor, 
l.£Mer Monumental, Little Goose and l.£Mer Granite. 

'!he "River, Harbor and Flood Control act of 1950" authorized '!he Dalles and 
John Day darns. Finally, in 1975 slack.water navigation reached Lewiston, Idaho 
465 miles from the sea. In the first two years, more cargo moved through the 
locks at the last dam than had been projected for the year 2000. 

A 40-foot channel in the lower Columbia was dedicated in 1976 and a 50-foot bar 
was dedicated in 1984, completing the current system. 'lhese navigational 
improvements have helped make the Columbia/Snake River system one of the 
fastest growing waterways in the U.S. 

cargo is loaded on ships for Korea, Japan, China and our other Pacific Rim 
markets. To give you some idea of how i.J:rportant this trade is, over two-thirds 
of Washington state's grain is grown for export. And one of every five jobs in 
Portland depends directly on port activities. Soft white wheat, which is what 
we grow best, has been marketed to various potential customers in innovative 
ways. 'Ihe Oregon and Washington growers, for example, took ovens and bakers 
and recipes to Japan to teach them to use our wheat. '!hey, in fact, changed 
the diet of the Japanese. 

In addition to grain, the area exports lumber, f:ruit, beef, wool and other 
bulks such as soda ash. It imports containers, petroleum, motorcycles, bauxite 
and cars. '!he Port of Portland is one of the largest car b:rport ports in the 
country. One hundred autos a day cross the docks bound for 32 states. 
What makes it all possible are darns like Bonneville, 'Ihe Dalles, Little Goose, 
l.£Mer Granite. And what they make possible is barge traffic. '!he Columbia is 
the west coast's only major navigable river. With 34 allied ports, it is the 
fastest growing inland system in the country. Total cargo on the system last 
year was 28 million tons. Most of that moves in international trade. But 
nearly 10 million tons move on the inland barge system. 

lDg rafts and lumber move on the system. In movements upriver, the 
Columbia/Snake is unique. It is the only system in the United States to 
successfully barge containers. over 40,000 cx:mtainers are barged to and from 
upriver ports each year. In fact, 30% of all container traffic on the river 
moves on barges. 

No overview of the Columbia would be corrplete without mentioning Mt. st. 
Helens. Mt. st. Helens erupted in May 1980 sending mud and ash down the 
Cowlitz and 'lbutle Rivers and into the lower Columbia. Within a few hours of 
the eruption, dredges were scooping the mud and ash out of the channel. It only 
happened once. And we want to keep it that way. 
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'lhe Corps is at work constructing a sediment retention structure on the 
mountain. It will keep the remaining sediment on the JTK)untain and out of the 
river, avoiding the extra $10 million per year it has been costing the Corps to 
dredge the sediment out of the navigation channel. 'lhe sediment retention 
structure is yet another Japanese import. '!he concept has long been used 
there. '!hey call them "sabo darns" and there are 23 on one river alone. 

'lhe Bonneville Lock, the oldest on the river, was originally built to 
acconunodate ocean going ships. It was assumed that those ships would go as far 
as 'lhe Dalles. But it was not to be. 'Ihe Lock is primarily used by barge 
tows, usually in a 4-5 barge configuration. '!he narrow lock at Bonneville 
forces the tow boat to break up the barge tow and lock through in two or three 
passes. '!his increases time and expense. 

'lhe Corps of En]ineers is now replacing that bottleneck on the river with a new 
lock. It will be completed in 1993 and will cost about $200 million dollars. 

At Ice Hart>or there is a different problem. 'lhe gate on the lock is a lift 
gate, not the miter gates found on most of the other locks. 'lhe gate is not 
wearing well. 'lhe Corps has slowed down the speed with which the gate is 
raised and lowered and has limited recreational use of the locks to twice a day 
each way. In this way, they hope to reduce the strain on the gears and other 
pieces of machinery which is causing problems. · '!he corps is also trying to 
find out why the wear has occurred, and they are looking at how to deal with 
replacing worn machinery without totally disrupting commerce on the Snake. 
We also have some interesting navigation hazards on the river. 'lhe 
mid-Col\.lltlbia has become the sailboard capital of the U.S., some say the world. 
In the summer with strong currents running west and winds blowing to the east, 
there are hundreds of "board heads" on the river everyday. 

Now, technically, the board sailors are correct when they say that sail has 
precedence over powered tow boats. However, it has been pointed out to them 
that a barge tow takes about a quarter of a mile to stop. And the operator has 
a large blind spot which can be dangerous for the board sailor. 

'lhe Pacific Northwest has always been dependent on its natural resources and 
agricultural commodities. '!hat has brought boom and bust cycles that have 
played havoc with the economy. '!he climate of deregulation in the railroad 
industry, airline industry and the trucking industry has resulted in the rail 
abandonments, shipping lines moving from port to port, and independent tru.cking 
companies springing up everywhere. 

'!here has been some predatory pricing by the railroads on segments on the 
COl\.lltlbia in order to drive barges off the river. Integrated transportation 
companies have been created that own truck, rail and barge and have the 
potential of eliminating the leverage many Pacific Northwest businesses have 
enjoyed with a competitive, multimodal transportation system. Planning is 
difficult, to say the least. 

On the other hand, the region is now beginning to enjoy the fruits from 
completion of the COl\.lltlbia/Snake River system. '!he Port of Lewiston, Idaho 



shipped more cargo in its second year of operation after slack.water was 
achieved than had been projected for the end of the century. 

At Kalama. there is a corrputerized grain elevator where feed corn is loaded at 
breathtaking speed. The largest load of grain ever shipped on the river was 
shipped out of this facility. A ship drawing 42 feet moved out in a 40-foot 
channel. What made that possible is the new river level forecasting system now 
in place. It has been the plan for some time to eventually deepen the 
channel. Hc:Mever, because of the cost and the climate of fiscal constraint, 
better use of the existing resources have been achieved. The river level 
forecasting system gives ship captains accurate, to the hour, infonnation on 
the river level. 

mwA is also working with the Corps and Coast Guard to establish new safe 
anchorages for ships waiting to take advantage of the system. We continue to 
pursue the concept of extending navigation to Northcentral Washington, on the 
Hanford reach of the Columbia, through an innovative barge lift system. 
Explorers once hoped that the Columbia would turn out to be the Northwest 
Passage. NCM we knc:M that it's the Northwest network to the world--and it 
works. 

VESSEL OPERATIONS ON THE CX:>IlJMBIA RIVER 
BY 

PEl'ER J. BRIX 
Knappton Corporation 

From an operation standpoint, the significant thing about the locks on the 
Columbia River is that most are 86 feet wide and 675 feet long. Bonneville 
lock is 76 feet wide and 500 feet long. This requires breaking up tc:MS at 
Bonneville, and doubles the number of lockages. 

'Ihe tc:MS on the shallow-draft portion of the Columbia River are ver:y small 
corrpared to those on the Mississippi River. Tows of 10,000-12,000 tons of 
cargo in 4-5 barges are the most conunon. The standard locking configuration is 
two barges side by side and two barges long, and sometimes there is a fifth 
barge alongside the towboat. 

The grain barges have capacities of 3,000-3,500 tons. There are also a number 
of other barges that are not standard. This causes inefficiencies, and the odd 
sized barges are being phased out. 

The towboats on the Columbia range in size from 2, 000 to 4, 000 horsepower. 
These are more comparable to the types of towboats operating on the Upper 
Mississippi than the larger boats operating on the I.cMer Mississippi. 

The boats have crews of four or five people. This is the result of the short 
river system and the relatively small number of barges in a tow. Since our 
barges are twice the size of those operating on the Mississippi, there is less 
breaking up and making up of barge tc:MS. 

'Ihe main ccnmnodities moving on the Columbia River are grain, oil, logs, other 
forest products such as pulp, paper and woodchips, and containers. As 
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manufacturing plants are being developed, the movement of chemicals is 
increasing, including d1:y and liquid fertilizer and caustic soda. 

The lower section of the Columbia between PortlandjVancolNer and the mouth at 
the Pacific Ocean is a deep-draft river. There is a large volmne of log rafts 
moving on this section. A raft is usually 800 feet long by 60 feet wide, the 
equivalent of about 80 truckloads. 'lhe logs are stored in rafts like floating 
warehouses until they are ready to be cut or shipped overseas. 

One development occurring on the lower Columbia River is more coastwise barging 
in barges measuring up to 400 feet long by 100 feet wide with drafts of 22-23 
feet. Woodchips are moving from coastal locations on the ocean and then up the 
river to pulp and paper plants. Containers are also moving on these barges. 

While the ideas presented for barge-lift systems on the middle section of the 
Columbia are interesting, there is a question of 'Whether they are economically 
competitive. We do not think there is the volmne of traffic, and, from a rate 
standpoint, they would not be competitive. 

CURRENT DELIBERATIONS AND RE~TIONS 
OF THE INI.AND WA~YS USERS OOARD 

BY 
PEI'ER J. BRIX 

Inland Waterways Users Board 

The Water Resources Development Act of 1986 (PL 99-662) was a historic event 
for the inland waterways in several ways: 

1) The log jam of ten years duration 'Which had stopped construction of 
major inland waterway projects was broken 'When seven major projects 
were approved. 

2) The Inland Waterways Users Board (IWUB) was established to be 
composed of eleven members selected by the Secretacy of the Anny. 

3) The fuel tax on vessels operating on the inland waterways was 
increased from ten to twenty cents per gallon. 

The creation of the IWUB is an extension of the user pay/user say philosophy. 
PL 99-662 leaves great latitude in the extent and geographical scope of 
recommendations 'Which the Board may make. '!he Board can limit itself to 
reviewing Co:rps of Engineers investment decisions or it may review investment 
decisions and the implementation process. '!he Board looks at the national 
interest without being parochial. our role is to look at problems of the 
inland waterways and to make recommendations for future policies that are best 
in our independent judgement. The Board is not involved in lobbying for or 
against projects. 

The membership of the Board, seven carriers and four shippers, reflects 
commcx:lity and geographic diversity and a balance between carriers and 
shippers. Such diversity will help reflect national priorities and needs 
throughout the system. 



'!he Board was established in late spring of 1987 and first met on July 15, 
1987. '!he Board has (1) encouraged the Co:rp to expedite the study, design, and 
construction cycle: (2) r equested an inventory of all inland waterway projects 
in addition to the 27 waterways that come urrler the current fuel tax: (3) 
requested a detailed Trust Fund cash flow projection: (4) requested User Tax 
payment verifications: and (5) requested an evaluation of the watert>orne 
connnerce statistics collection and analysis system. 

D.le to the Board's fonna.tion at the tail end of the budgeting process, it was 
difficult to provide detailed input on the Corps FY 1989 budget. 'Iherefore the 
Board made general priority recommendations based on infonna.tion which it had. 

At the September 28th meeting, the Board chose to assign various projects to 
three separate categories, representing different levels of priority. 
Included in the categorization were construction projects, major rehabilitation 
projects, projects in various stages of preconstruction engineering and design, 
and navigation planning studies. 'Ihe Board established the three categories as 
follows: category 1 was for those projects and studies which the Board felt 
should be accelerated to the extent possible within existing Corps 
capabilities, or where possible, for which Corps capabilities could be 
increased consistent with overall Corps responsibilities. category 2 was for 
projects and studies whose current schedule of completion seemed consistent 
with scheduled Corps capabilities, and which the Board felt should proceed as 
planned. category 3 was for projects and studies for which the board felt 
either: (1) that there was not sufficient infonnation regarding project or 
study justification to enable it to make a priority recormnendation, and thus 
Board action on such projects or studies should be deferred until additional 
infonnation was provided, or (2) that the infonna.tion available to the Board 
justified a recorrnnendation that the project or study be terminated or delayed. 
Such delays may come when limited fuming is available. 

While project justification is beyond the interests of the Board, the Board is 
interested in the needs of the waterways that carry commerce now and the 
priorities for that system. 'Ihe credibility of the Board requires that we 
identify low priority projects as well as high priority. 

'!he Board has begun an in depth analysis of the Inland Waterways Trust Fund. 
Work has been initiated to detennine if the trust fum is receiving all of the 
taxes which are due. We do not believe that the reporting is complete and we 
are seeking ways in which to assist the IRS. 

'!he Trust Fund has a current balance of approximately $300 million and is 
receiving approximately $50 million per year from user taxes. '!his figure is 
projected to escalate to over $100 million per year in the 1990's. In spite of 
the increased fuming, our projections shaw a declining balance in the trust 
furrl. In the year 2000, the fum balance is projected to be (1) $265 million 
with only scheduled construction, (2) breakeven with rehabilitation projects 
and (3) negative with additional construction. lock and dam construction 
expenditures by the Corps were $224 million in FY 1987, $297 million in FY 1988 
and $343 million in FY 1989, of which $77 million was from the Inland Watenvays 
Trust Fund. 
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In addition, projections show that 5% inflation on projects will outrun the 
1.5% increase in fuel consumption. While some elements of the government wish 
to use the Trust Fund for rehabilition, the Board will oppose such use in order 
to maintain solvency of the fund for new projects. 

Today, the waterways are basically sourrl and efficient, although parts of the 
system are not operating at maximum efficiency because of downtilne. The Board 
believes that the advent of the new cost sharing relationship with the 
government, users, and shippers will be able to help the Corps evaluate 
components of the system in order to maximize the best use of our limited 
financial resources, by directing those resources where they are needed the 
most. OUr goal is that the Board will play an ilrportant role in establishing 
an order of procedure to ensure that projects are studied, rehabilitated, or 
replaced in a tilnely manner and with a good return for the investment in the 
system. The Board has already made progress toward that goal. I believe that 
the Board and the Corps have learned a great deal from each other. As the IWUB 
matures and learns, it will achieve the results that were intended by the 
Congress. 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
TRANSFORI'ATION ECDNCM[CS S'IUDY 

BY 
JOEDY CAMBRIJ::x;E 

Leeper, carnbridge & campbell, Inc. 

The upper Mississippi River Transportation Economic Study is a cooperative 
effort between five states and two federal agencies--the U.S. Maritilne 
Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Departments of 
Transportation of the States of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and 
Wisconsin. The study is investigating the short-tenn alternatives to the 
costly infrastructure investments on the Upper Mississippi River. "Upper 
Mississippi" is defined as the area from cairo to just north of the Twin 
Cities. The objective of the study is to identify, test, and analyze 
relatively low-cost, practical measures that will .in,prove the cost structure of 
transportation on the river. A product of the study will be a micro-computer 
based model which can be applied in analyzing other waterway systems as well. 

The Impetus Beh:rnd the Study 

The Upper Mississippi River is an ilrportant link in the transportation of bulk 
commodities which are vital to the Midwest economy. lJ::M transportation costs 
are essential in maintaining the competitiveness of Midwest grain exports, as 
well as controlling the cost of regional energy. The current system of 26 
locks i.rrposes high capital and operating costs on barge operators due to lock 
and navigation constraints. The recent increases in user fees, together with 
deteriorating infrastructure conditions further detract from the cost 
efficiency of the system. 

Federal funding is unlikely to provide relief in the near future. There are 
currently no major infrastructure .in,provernents budgeted for the Upper 
Mississippi River other than the current construction at lock and Dam 26. 



Similarly, the depressed state of the inland barge industry makes it impossible 
for operators to subsidize capital projects. 'lllerefore, near-tenn cost savings 
will have to result from improvements in the utilization of the current system. 
To respond to these concerns, the five states fonned a Study Committee, 
retained a consultant to assist in developing a study plan and funding 
requirements, and then went to MARAD and USDA for funding assistance. '!he 
project began in August 1986 and is scheduled for completion by October 1988. 

Study Phases 

'lhe study has five phases: 

Fhase 1: Metodologies, forecasts and data 

a. Identification and evaluation of various methodologies, forecasts, data 
and infonnation sources which might have application to the study. 'lhe 
product of this phase is an extensive bibliography. 

b. Fonnation of an Industry Advisory Group, comprised of representatives of 
major carriers and shippers in the region. This group assisted the study 
team by providing data relating to their operations, and by generating 
feedback on various interilll study findings. 

Phase 2: Identification and preliminary screening of potential efficiency 
measures. 'lhese measures fall into four general categories: 

a. Tow Efficiency Measures: 'lhose which affect the productivity of individual 
tows and include advancements in tCM}:x)at, barge, barge transfer or 
fleeting technology, which ilrprove productivity and efficiency on the 
system--exarnples include fuel monitoring systems and new barge/hull 
designs. 

b. Waterway Efficiency Measures: These measures include low-cost changes to 
the physical waterway system which would relax constraints or ilrprove 
efficiency. 'lhese include non-structural and minor structural measures 
such as real-time channel depth monitoring. 

c. Vessel/Bal'.ge Management Measures: These are ilrproved management techniques 
aimed at achieving more rationalized SfilV'ice or iirproved pricing and 
marketing, such as ilrproved communications and scheduling and cooperative 
barge fleeting. 

d. Public Management Measures: 'Ihese include examination of alternative 
dredging practices and/or water management policies which could influence 
transportation costs and channel reliability. 'lhe 1988 drought resulted 
in requests that water be diverted from the Great lakes to the Mississippi 
to maintain a navigable waterway. 

Fhase 3: Interactive computer model 

'!he model is based on relational databases which represent the waterway's 
operating and cost characteristics under base and forecast sc.enarios. 'lhe 
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model links these databases through individual software modules used to 
estimate and smnrnarize waterway activity, system costs, and system impacts 
for the current database values. 'lhe efficiency measures are evaluated by 
comparing the model's output for the base and test sets of data values. 

a. 'Ihe primary databases used to represent the current and projected status 
of the waterway system include: 

Waterway Characteristic Database-the physical and tow operating 
characteristics for individual river segments, as defined within the 
database using river-mile points: 

Lock Characteristic Database--physical, tow operating and processing 
time/delay elements for locks described by mile locations: 

Equipment Characteristic Database--operating capacity and cost 
characteristics for various categories of barge types and towboat 
sizes: 

Commodity Characteristic Database--average load and forecast growth 
factors for defined commodity groupings: 

Commodity Flow Database--base segment- to-segment flOW'S for defined 
commodity and barge groups. 

b. 'Ihe system modules which link and process the data include: 

Database Manager to enter and edit primary databases. 

Waterway Activity Generator to convert commodity flOW'S for selected 
time periods into seasonal segment and lock throughputs by equipment 
type and direction. 

Lock Unit Resource calculator to generate seasonal lock processing 
and delay functions for projected throughput under "active" lock 
conditions and traffic patterns. 

Segment Unit Resource calculator to estimate weighted cost and time 
factors by season, tow type and river segment based on traffic 
distributions and described channel operating conditions. 

Resource Allocation Module to allocate and assign unit transportation 
time and cost factors by equipment type for individual traffic flows. 

Tow Power calculator to estimate required horsepower hours and fuel 
constnnption for active speed, segment and towboat/barge 
characteristics. 

Efficiency Measure Tester to alter appropriate database values for a 
selected measure or set of measures and compare the estimated system 
costs and illlpacts to base cost estimates at a system or micro level. 



The open-ended database structure will allow the model to be applied to other 
waterways by customizing the databases (with local data) without altering the 
model structure. The level of detail required for each application can be 
detennined by the user, not the model structure. The modular software 
structure allows individual sections of the model to be replaced or refined 
without re-designing the entire model. Additional modules can also be added in 
the future. 

Phase 4: The actual application of the model and the analysis of the 
results, which leads to 

Phase 5: The final assessment and evaluation of the measures and preparation 
of the final report. 

The irrpact of the efficiency measures can be measured at two levels: 

The micro irrpact of the measure evaluated by comparing transportation 
cost and time estimates for individual tow movements. 

The system irrpact measured by differences in total system demand and 
irrpact, as well as system costs. 

Study Problems 

Some of the problems that have been encountered in this study include: 

Data Availability and Collection Problems: 

IDck-oriented FMS system concentrates on capacity of locks, not 
efficiency of channel operations. 

lack of representative physical river characteristics made it 
difficult to "model" relationships with tow operations. 

Operator cost and operating data are on a system basis and not 
closely related to conditions to be inlproved with efficiency 
measures. 

Modeling Methodology Problems: 

Atterrpting to represent a highly dynamic system under static 
conditions--we used detailed distributions and relationships to 
isolate "measure-related" conditions. 

A vast array of highly variable characteristics, many of which 
are interrelated, made it difficult to reconcile data variations 
with model calibration. 

"Average" representations of characteristics such as tow size 
and river conditions were not accurately portraying irregular 
distributions--We used high, medium and low distribution 
patterns to resolve this. 
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Traffic flows "react" to system characteristics based on both a 
trip (e.g., maximum draft) and segment/node basis (tow operating 
speed). 'Ihe model structure assigns certain characteristics on 
an origin/destination basis and then estimates individual 
segment/node factors usi.ng weighted values for these 
characteristics. 

Attempt to incorporate all possible efficiencies from tow 
operations to system management resulted in tex> complex a 
specification. 

Model Features 

In strrnmary, the interesting features of the model include: 

applications of segment characteristics on both a trip and individual 
basis. 

individual flows and allocated cost and tilne factors based on 
commodity, barge, tow type (unit/mixed), and the specified 
combination of segments. 

rudilnentacy distribution functions (high, medium, low) more closely 
relate to actual distributions and pennit different "reactions" to 
system conditions. 

equipment flows are balanced on an annual basis, but loaded and empty 
flows are allocated separately by season usi.ng weighting factors. 

lock delay calculator incorporates detailed representations of lock 
processing functions and operating procedures directly related to 
efficiency measure definitions. Estimated "non-scheduled" delay can 
be related directly to reduced tow speeds in lower and upper pools. 

'Ihe consultant and others on the study team (as well as the Study Committee) 
will admit that the entire effort has been far more complex and challenging 
than anyone had envisioned at the outset. However, the final product will serve 
as a valuable tex>l in future inland waterway planning efforts. 

'Ihe final report will be available through the Iowa Department of 
Transportation in late 1988. 'Ihe software and doct.nnentation will be available 
through the Maritilne Administration. 

MIDDLE CDIDMBIA RIVER S'IUDY 
SHIP LIFT ALTERNATIVES 

BY 
NOEL GII.BRCXJGH 

U.S. Arnrj Corps of Engineers 

'Ihis paper summarizes the options for opening up the Middle Columbia River from 
Richland to Wenatchee, Washi.ngton, for navigation and commerce (See Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1. Middle Columbia River navigation study (Washington state) 

several alternatives have been proposed and investigated since 1967. 

&\CKGROUND 

In the 1800's and early 1900's, much of the Columbia River system was open to 
navigation by stern and side wheel boats. The development of a rnaj or railroad 
system made this system non-cost effective. 
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Incremental expansion of the Columbia-Snake River Navigation system for modern 
barge traffic started with the construction of the Bonneville Dam in 1936. 
Through the years until the early 1970's, expansion for navigation and commerce 
purposes continued. However, the stretch of the Columbia River between 
Wenatchee and Richland remained nonnavigable. over the course of the past 
twenty years, several projects have been proposed to further develop this 
portion of the Middle Columbia River. 

In the late 1960's, the Corps of EnJineers studied and proposed several 
conventional alternatives. 'Ihey consisted of either a lock and dam on the 
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FIGURE 3. Inclined railway barge lift: cross section 

Hanford Reach of the Columbia and conventional locks at the upstream darns, 
Priest Rapids, Wanapum and Rock Island. For many reasons none of these 
alternatives were found acceptable. 

In 1984 the Corps initiated studies of an alternative that included a canal 
across the Hanford Reservation with a lock and powerhouse on its downstream 
end. 1his alternative would have eliminated some of the impacts of a dam or 
channel through the Hanford Reach. 1his alternative was not cost effective. 
In 1985, an alternative was suggested that would include the use of European 
styled barge lifts to reduce the overall cost of the project. It was also 
suggested that a peaking wave concept be investigated that would utilize the 
daily peaking flows out of Priest Rapids Dam to float heavily laden barges 
downstream and reduce the amount of dredging required in the Hanford Reach. 
1his "peaking wave" and barge lift method led to the investigation of an 
alternative approach using an inclined railway barge lifting system (See 
Figures 2 and 3) . This concept was deemed feasible and a detailed design study 
was undertaken. 

Further research into this inclined railway lifting system triggered the 
inception of a vertical barge lifting system (See Figures 4 and 5). 

In 1987, a silllilar design based on the vertical lifting concept using the 
Syncrolift system was proposed (See Figure 6). 
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In 1988 a study was conducted using both the Syncrolift and Crandall barge lift 
alternatives to evaluate the feasibility of using a smaller 2200 ton barge 
similar in size to a Mississippi River "Jtnnbo" barge. 
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Also in 1988, the Corps conducted a detailed navigation benefit study and found 
the 4500 ton barge lift to be the most cost effective because its higher 
capacity offset its higher costs. 'Ihis study also showed that none of the 
barge lift alternatives were justified at this time. '!he following table is a 
comparison of the costs of a conventional lock and the other barge lift 
alternatives at Wanapum Dam. 

Barge Lift System 
Conventional locks 
Crandall Bargelift 
Marine Railway 
Syncrolift Bargelift* 

Construction Cost 
$157.0 million 

49.0 million 
48.8 million 
40.0 million 

* includes reduced channel size from the Crandall and 
Marine Railway alternatives. 
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Summacy 

By 1985, the Corps of Engineers decided that the most feasible approach to 
opening the Middle Coll.lll'lbia River for navigation was to employ a horizontal or 
vertical lift system to by-pass the dams. Various and progressively more 
feasible designs were developed. In 1985/1986 the horizontal lift design using 
a marine inclined railway system was proposed. A thorough review and analysis 
of this design led to the development of another concept, the vertical barge 
lifting design. In June 1987 a report was completed that recommended a design 
using a chain driven, vertical, dry barge lifting system. Also in 1987, a 
similar design which uses a cable driven, vertical, dry barge lifting system 
was presented. 

In 1988 an analysis was conducted of a smaller 2200 ton barge instead of the 
4500 ton alternative. Presently, for use on the Middle Coll.lll'lbia River, the 
4500 ton design appears to be the most feasible. 

In this study mnnerous alternatives were investigated and a vertical barge lift 
was found to be the most cost effective. Even though a barge lift system was 
shown to not be cost effective on other similar navigation reaches where 
conventional locks have proven economically infeasible, if detailed design 
studies were conducted on the barge lift alternatives in the future, all 
systems shown in this paper would deser.ve more extensive research before 
choosing a construction alternative. 




